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Abstract
We introduce a scheme that combines photon-assisted tunneling (PAT) by amoving optical lattice
with strongHubbard interactions, and allows for the quantum simulation of paradigmatic quantum
many-bodymodels.We show that, in a certain regime, this quantum simulator yields an effective
HubbardHamiltonianwith tunable bond–charge interactions, amodel studied in the context of
strongly-correlated electrons. In a different regime, we showhow to exploit a correlated destruction of
tunneling to exploreNagaoka ferromagnetism atﬁniteHubbard repulsion. By changing the photon-
assisted tunneling parameters, we can also obtain a t-Jmodel with independently controllable
tunneling t, super-exchange interaction J, and even aHeisenberg–Ising anisotropy.Hence, the full
phase diagramof this paradigmaticmodel becomes accessible to cold-atom experiments, departing
from the region t J allowed by standard single-bandHubbardHamiltonians in the strong-
repulsion limit.We ﬁnally show that, by generalizing the PAT scheme, the quantum simulator yields
models of dynamical Gaugeﬁelds, where atoms of a given electronic state dress the tunneling of the
atomswith a different internal state, leading to Peierls phases thatmimic a dynamicalmagneticﬁeld.
1. Introduction
Quantummany-body physics studies systems of interacting particles governed by the laws of quantum
mechanics. This task becomes particularly challenging in a variety of contexts inwhich the interactions induce
strong inter-particle correlations. For instance, this strongly-correlated behavior appears in condensed-matter
models whenever the system cannot be divided intoweakly-interacting parts, such that thewhole cannot be
understood as a sumof its parts and perturbativemethods become futile [1]. This inherent complexity underlies
the abundance of interesting phases ofmatter that emerge at different scales, but also the difﬁculty in
understanding them from an originalmicroscopicmodel (e.g. high-Tc superconductivity [2]). The same occurs
atmuch higher temperatures and densities, where quarks and gluons interact strongly, and lead to a variety of
phases that defy our current understanding (e.g. quarkmatter [3]). In the opposite regime, that of extremely low
temperatures and densities, ultracold atomic gases trapped by electromagnetic ﬁelds are gradually becoming a
paradigmof strongly-correlated behavior in quantummany-body physics [4]. In contrast to the above
condensed-matter and high-energy scenarios, ultracold atoms have a unique property: theirmicroscopic
properties can be fully characterized and controlled in experiments. This experimental control has reached such
a status that the dreamof exploiting a quantum system to understand the properties of a complex quantum
many-bodymodel (i.e. a quantum simulator [5]) is already an experimental reality [6].
Ultracold gases of neutral atoms can be trapped in periodic optical potentials obtained from the interference
of laser beams. The dynamics of the atoms in these optical lattices resembles that of tightly-bound electrons in
metals, such that this system can be considered to be a synthetic solidwhose dimensionality and lattice structure
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can be experimentally tailored, while the nuisance of impurities, disorder, or other uncontrolledmicroscopic
degrees of freedompresent in real solids, is totally absent. Starting from this synthetic solid, it is possible to
design a variety of quantummany-bodymodels whosemicroscopic parameters can be experimentally
characterized and controlled. For instance, the scattering of atoms leads to a short-range interaction that can be
tuned all theway fromweak to strong repulsion, such that the superﬂuid-insulator quantumphase transition of
the bosonic [7–9] and fermionic [10–12]Hubbardmodels becomes accessible to experiments. For sufﬁciently
strong repulsion, the half-ﬁlledHubbardmodel leads to aHeisenberg antiferromagnet [13], which yields a
playground for quantummagnetismwith two-component bosonic atoms [14, 15], and the starting point to
study high-Tc superconductivity with fermionic ones [16, 17] upon controlled doping (i.e. inserting atomic
vacancies with respect to the half-ﬁlled system).
In this article, wewill combine this strongly-correlated behaviorwith external periodic drivings to obtain a
ﬂexible quantum simulator of quantummany-bodymodels. In the context of optical lattices, there is a large
body of relevant results regarding periodic drivings bymodulations of the trapping optical potential. For
instance, it is possible to periodicallymodulate the phase of the laser beams forming the optical lattice, as already
demonstrated in experiments of chaotic dynamics with cold atoms [18, 19]. Another possibility is tomodify the
detuning of these laser beams linearly in time, usually referred to as lattice acceleration, which leads to a linear
gradient (i.e. constant force) in the lattice reference frame, and gives rise to Bloch oscillations [20]. From this
perspective, the previous phasemodulation [18, 19]may also be interpreted as a periodic forcing. The
combination of these two forces permitted probing theWannier-Stark ladder spectrum [21], and testing the
phenomenon of coherent destruction of tunneling in the absence of the gradient [22, 23]. Recently [24], a state-
dependent coherent destruction of tunneling has been demonstrated in optical lattices by using amodulated
magnetic ﬁeld gradient instead of the phasemodulation. In presence of an energy gradient, one study the
phenomenon of photon-assisted tunneling (PAT) [22, 25].We shall be particularly interested in such PAT effect,
whereby the atoms can tunnel in the presence of an energy penalty (i.e. the linear gradient) by absorbing photons
from the external driving (i.e. the periodic phasemodulation).
PAT by phasemodulation has also turned out to be a useful tool for quantum simulations. The dependence
of the dressed tunneling on themodulation parameters has been used to drive the system across the superﬂuid-
insulator transition [26–28], and to control the tunneling anisotropy of Bose–Hubbardmodels in triangular
lattices leading tomagnetic frustration [29, 30]. A subject of research that has received considerable attention
recently is the quantum simulation of orbitalmagnetism, whereby the atomsmimic the behavior of electrons in
solids subjected to additionalmagnetic ﬁelds [6]. Since the atoms are neutral, onemust design speciﬁc schemes
to simulate the effect of artiﬁcial/syntheticmagnetic ﬁelds [32, 33], and PATby phasemodulation has also been
exploited in this respect (see [31] for a recent review that also covers schemes that do not exploit PAT).When the
phasemodulation leads to an inhomogeneous periodic forcing [34], it is possible to dress the tunnelingwith an
effective complex phase. Unfortunately, this simple proposal does not allow for the quantum simulation of
syntheticmagnetic ﬁelds [35], and alternative schemes have been considered. For instance, two-tone phase
modulations lead to synthetic ﬂuxes in arbitrary lattices [36], while the simpler single-tone phasemodulations
yield staggered ﬂuxes in certain types of lattices [37–39].
A different possibility would be to abandon the periodic phasemodulation, and investigate other types of
drivings that can lead to the aforementioned synthetic Gauge ﬁelds. Instead ofmodulating the phase of the
optical lattice, one can introduce a periodic driving by considering a bi-chromatic deep optical lattice, which can
lead to staggered synthetic ﬂuxes [40]. Alternatively, a simple periodic driving by using a pair of slightly detuned
andweaker Raman beams (i.e. a shallowmoving optical lattice), which has been considered in the context of PAT
for trapped ions [41], ultracold atoms [42], and generic latticemodels [43] that can be applied to a variety of
contexts. For ultracold atoms, thismoving optical lattice yields, in a certain regime, an inhomogeneous periodic
modulation of the on-site energies of the effectiveHubbardmodel, which can be exploited as aﬂexible PAT
toolbox for quantum simulations of synthetic Gauge ﬁelds [41–45]. Here, the atoms tunnel in the presence of an
energy penalty (i.e. again, a linear gradient) by absorbing photons from the external periodic driving (i.e. this
time, themoving optical lattice), and acquire a Peierls phase that plays the role of a synthetic Gauge ﬁeld, and
depends upon thewavevectors of the Raman beams.
In this work, we explore amodiﬁcation of this scheme by considering that the energy penalty can also be
caused by the on-siteHubbard interactions, yielding aHubbard blockade that inhibits the tunneling of atoms
involving double occupation of a lattice site. The combination of thisHubbard blockadewith the periodic
driving by amoving optical lattice will induce an interaction-dependent PAT. Let us note that the interplay of
Hubbard interactions, linear gradients, and phasemodulation of the optical lattice, has been shown to be
responsible for interaction-shifted resonances in the PATof Bose–Hubbard dimers [46] and chains [47]. Similar
effects have been observed experimentally by considering a periodicmodulation of the intensity of the optical-
lattice laser beams [48, 49], rather than the aforementioned phasemodulation. This interaction-dependent PAT
can lead to new schemes to control effectivemagneticHamiltonians [48, 49], or tomethods that enhance the
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effects of three-body interactions [50].We should alsomention other proposals that are relevant for the
particular subject of ourwork. These concern the engineering of density-dependent tunnelings by either
combining laser-assisted schemeswith state-dependent lattices [51] in the spirit of the original proposal [32], or
a periodicmodulation of theHubbard interactions [52–56].
In this work, wewill show that the interaction-dependent PATby amoving optical lattice offers a very
ﬂexible quantum simulator for paradigmaticmodels of strongly-correlated electrons, and can even allow for the
quantum simulation of synthetic Gauge ﬁelds that are dynamical, in contrast to the static onesmentioned above.
As explained below, such synthetic Gaugeﬁelds evolve under a freeHamiltonian that is notGauge invariant, and
thus depart from the standard Lattice theory approach toGauge theories.
This article is organized as follows. In section 2, we introduce the scheme to implement the interaction-
dependent PATwith ultracold atoms in optical lattices, and derive a set of effectiveHamiltonians that depend on
the speciﬁc driving, lattice dimensionality, and fermionic/bosonic quantum statistics. The scope of themany-
body phenomena that can be studied through these effectiveHamiltonians is discussed in section 3. Finally, we
present our conclusions and outlook in section 4.
2. Interaction-dependent PAT
In this section, we present a detailed proposal to combine PATby periodic drivings with strongHubbard
interactions in experiments of ultracold alkali atoms in optical lattices.We show that by controlling (i) the
atomic interactions by Feshbach resonances, and (ii) an additionalmoving optical lattice, one can exploit an
interaction-dependent PAT to delve into interesting quantummany-bodymodels that arise in the condensed-
matter and high-energy scenarios.
The starting point is, as customary [4, 57], a trapped atomic gas described in second quantization
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wherewe set  = 1henceforth.Here, Y Ys s( ) ( )† r r, create-annihilate atomswithmassmσ at the position r, and
in the electronic state sñ∣ corresponding to a particular energy level òσ of the atomic groundstatemanifold. To
remain as general as possible, we consider that the components labelled byσmay correspond to the states of a
bosonic gas, a fermionic one, or amixture of both, whichwill determine the particular algebraic relations of the
creation-annihilation operators.
We have introduced an optical trapping potential å w= +a a a a a( ) ( )rV V kr m rsinot 0, 2 12 t,2 2 that consists of:
(i)A state-independent periodic potential, whereV0, α are the ac-Stark shifts of independent pairs of retro-
reﬂected laser beams ofwavelength l p= k2 ,which propagate along the axis a Î { }x y z, , , and are far
detunedwith respect to the excited atomic states. To obtain state-independent potentials, we assume that the
detunings of the laser beamswith respect to the excited states aremuch larger than the energy splittings in òσ, and
that the retro-reﬂected beams along each axis have parallel linear polarizations [58]. To obtain independent
potentials along each axis, the pairs of interfering beamsmust have orthogonal polarizations, or detuned
frequencies, with respect to other pairs of beams propagating along a different axis. Therefore, it is possible to
tune the lattice depthsV0, α independently by controlling the beam intensities, which allows to tailor the effective
dimensionality of the system. (ii)Aharmonic trapping caused by a combination of the laserGaussian proﬁle and
the retro-reﬂection scheme, where w lam t, 2 is the characteristic trapping energy assumed to be sufﬁciently weak
w w =a s a s a s E V E2 ,t, ,0 R, 0, R, where =s sE k m2R, 2 is the so-called recoil energy.
Theﬁnal ingredient of the cold-atomHamiltonian (1) is the s-wave scattering, which dominates at
sufﬁciently low temperatures. This is described by a contact pseudo-potential - ¢ =ss¢ ( )V r rint
p d m- ¢ss ss¢ ¢( )a r r4 2 characterized by the reducedmasses m = +ss s s s s¢ ¢ ¢( )m m m m , and the scattering
lengths ss¢a for the collisions of two atoms in the internal state s s¢ñ∣ , . Such scattering lengths can bemodiﬁed
experimentally through an externalmagnetic ﬁeld via the so-called Feshbach resonances [59]. In the following
sections, we showhow to exploit an interaction-dependent PAT as new tool to engineer quantummany-body
Hamiltonians by tuning these scattering lengths appropriately in the presence of a weakmoving optical lattice.
2.1. Scheme for a periodically-modulated ultracold Fermi gas
Let us consider a single-species gas of fermionic atomswith two hyperﬁne states  ñ =∣
ñ  ñ = ¢ ¢ñ∣ ∣ ∣F M F M, , , , such that there is a uniquemass = ≕m m m and recoil energy = ≕E E E .R, R, R
We introduce theWannier basis, åY = -s s( ) ( )w fr r R ,i i i, where -( )w r Ri are theWannier functions, and
sfi, are the fermionic operators that annihilate an atomof pseudospin s =  { }, at theminima of an optical
3
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lattice potential Ri labelled by the vector of integers i.We shall consider cubic optical lattices, althoughwe note
that the scheme detailed below can be directly applied to any other lattice geometry. In this basis, the general
Hamiltonian (1) can be expressed in terms of the standard Fermi–Hubbardmodel [11], namely
å åå å= + + = - + +
s
s s s
a s
a s s
s
ss s s s s+ a( ) ( )† † † †H H H V f f t f f U f f f fH.c. 12 , 2i i i i i i i e i i i i iFH loc kin int , , , , , , , , , , , ,
wherewe have introduced the unit vectors ae , and the notation s =  { }, for s =  { }, .Here,
  å w= + as s a a ( )m Ri i, 12 t,2 , 2 includes the hyperﬁne energies and theweak parabolic trapping potential, at is
the tunneling strength of atoms between neighboring potential wells along theα-axis, and =ss ssU U stands for
the on-site interaction due to s-wave scattering, which only allows for interactions between fermions of a
different state. As customary, we have neglected long-range tunnelings and interactions, which requires
sufﬁciently deep optical lattices { }V V V E, , .x y z0, 0, 0, R This can be justiﬁed considering that
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while longer range terms are exponentially suppressedwith the distance by w- -a as a{ ( ) }m R Rexp 4i j,0 , , 2
according to aGaussian approximation. Let us also note that, for w wa s a ,t, ,0 the harmonic trapping does not
modify the tunneling, but simply leads to a local term in theWannier basis that has been incorporated in the
local on-site energies  si, of the Fermi–Hubbardmodel (2).
We consider the limit of very strong repulsion aU t , such that the bare tunneling events connecting
single-occupied sites to doubly-occupied ones are energetically inhibited, as depicted inﬁgure 1(c).We shall
refer to this tunneling suppression as aHubbard blockade by reminiscence of theCoulombblockade that
inhibits the sequential tunneling of electrons through quantumdots. The idea is to overcome thisHubbard
blockade via the phenomenon of PAT (i.e. the fermions obtain the required energy for tunneling by absorbing
photons froman external periodic driving). As shall be shown below, the tunneling of fermions between two
lattice sites will depend on the density of fermions of the opposite pseudospin populating those sites, which shall
be exploited to build a quantum simulator.We nowdiscuss two possible periodic drivings that lead to such PAT,
and organize our presentation by introducing the less demanding schemes ﬁrst, addingmore complexity
gradually.
2.1.1. Two-component fermions in spin-independentmoving optical lattices
(i)One-dimensional (1D) scheme:To introduce themain ideas in the simpler setting, let us start by considering a
1DFermi–Hubbardmodel obtained from equation (2) for { }V V V, ,y z x0, 0, 0, such that only tunneling along
the x-axis is relevant
Figure 1. Scheme of the spin-independent PAT for fermions: (a) laser scheme corresponding to the static optical lattice formed by the
retro-reﬂected beams (red arrows) of frequencyω2, and themoving optical lattice formed by a slightly detunedRaman beamof
frequencyω1 (blue arrow) and the counter-propagating laser beamof frequency of frequencyω2 (red arrow). All the laser beams have a
linear polarization perpendicular to the plane of theﬁgure, as illustrated by theﬁlled circles. (b) Same as before, but considering that
the detunedRaman beam (blue arrow) forms an anglewith respect to the static optical lattice beams (red arrows). (c) Fermionic atoms
in two hyperﬁne states  ñ∣ (green circles),  ñ∣ (orange circles) are trapped at the nodes of a static optical lattice potential (red lines).
In the regime of strong s-wave scattering, atoms tunnel with strength tx between unoccupied sites centered at the energies   , .
Conversely, tunneling of one atom to an already-occupied site is inhibited by the large energy penalty t Ux (i.e. Hubbard
blockade). (d)Moving optical lattice potential (blue lines for snapshots of thewave traveling at speed w= D Dv k). The tunneling
involving doubly-occupied sites can be reactivatedwhen the atoms absorb r photons from themoving lattice, providing the required
energy to overcome the interaction penalty. (e), (f)ThePAT contains diagonal (e) and off-diagonal (f) correlated events. The diagonal
terms correspond to a dressed tunnelingwithin the subspaces of single- or doubly-occupied sites, and is controlled by the Bessel
function h≔ ( )J J .0 0 The off-diagonal tunneling connects the subspaces of single- and doubly-occupied sites, and is controlled by the
Bessel function h≔ ( )J Jr r and dressed by the tunneling phase je .ri Also note that the residual dressed interaction d U is changed
with respect to the original bare oneU↑↓.
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As an external periodic driving, we consider amoving optical lattice stemming from a pair of non-copropagating
laser beams along the x-axis. These beams are slightly detunedwith respect to each other (i.e. travelingwave as
opposed to the standingwave of the static optical lattice,ﬁgure 1(d)), but again far detunedwith respect to the
excited states (i.e. Raman beams).Moreover, they have the same linear polarization as the laser beams of the
static optical lattice to ensure an spin-independent potential [58]. Since thismoving lattice could induce a
spurious tunneling due to the recoil kick imparted by the lasers, we assume that its intensity ismuchweaker
V˜ V x0 0, (i.e. = - p a ˜ ˜ { ( ) }t V V E texpx x0 4 0, R 1 2
2
in theGaussian approximation). In this regime, the effect
of themoving lattice is a periodic spin-independentmodulation of the trapping frequencies of each potential
well
å w j= D - D + =
s
s s s s( )( ) ˜ ( )†H t V kX t n n f f2 cos , , 5i i i i i imod ,
0
, , , ,
whereD = -( ) ·k k k ex1 2 is thewavevector difference, = lX ii 2 stands for theminima of the original optical-
lattice potential, w w wD = -1 2 is the detuning of the laser beams, andj is the relative phasewith respect to the
static optical lattice. By setting wD » U r for a positive integer Îr , the aboveHubbard blockade for
aU t can be overcome through the absorption of r photons from the periodic driving (see ﬁgure 1(d)). To be
more precise, as the driving comes from a two-photon ac-Stark shift, the process involves absorbing r photons
fromone laser beam and subsequently emitting themonto the other laser beam.
To provide explicit expressions for thisinteraction-dependent PAT,wemove to the interaction picture with
respect to ⎜ ⎟
⎛
⎝
⎞
⎠ ò t t= +( ) { ( ( ))}U t V Hexp i d ,t0 0 int mod such that the fermionic annihilation operators become
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wherewe have gauged away an irrelevant phase by transforming the fermion operators4. The second part of the
equality is obtained after introducing the important parameter
h w= D˜ ( )V , 70
and using the Jacobi–Anger expansion forﬁrst-order Bessel functions ( )J z ,n namely å=q qÎ ( )J ze ez n n ni sin i
[60]. For simplicity, we set l pD = D =( )kX k i i,i 12 which can be achievedwith laser beams of the standing and
moving lattices of the samewavelength, and both propagating along the x-axis. In this conﬁguration, it thus
sufﬁces to add a single laser beamdetunedwith respect to the optical-lattice laser beams (see ﬁgure 1(a)).
However, this could be generalized to l pD = D =( )kX k i i r,i 12 whichmay be relevant if the detuned Raman
beamdoes not propagate along the x-axis, butmakes some angle with respect to that axis (e.g. r= 2 for an angle
a p= 6, see ﬁgure 1(b)).
By substituting the expression (6) in the kineticHamiltonian =( ) ( ) ( )†H t U t H U t ,kin 0 kin 0 oneﬁnds
å= - + =
s
s s s s+
- D s +( )( ) ( ) ( ) ( ) ( )†H t t t f f t t t f tH.c. , e , 8
i
x i i x x
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wherewe have introduced the population difference operator
D = -s s s+ + ( )n n n , 9i i i1, 1, ,
and a dynamical dressing function
⎜ ⎟ ⎜ ⎟⎛⎝
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i 1 i i
As announced earlier, the tunneling that connects single-occupied sites to doubly-occupied ones, yielding
áD ñ = s+n 1,i 1, is negligible in the absence of the driving =V˜ 0.0 In this limit, the dressing function is
=( )f t 1, such that the dressed tunneling can be neglected á ñ = »s ( )t t t e 0x x tU, i in a rotating-wave
approximation for t Ux (see ﬁgure 1(c)). By switching on the periodic driving ¹V˜ 0,0 this tunneling
becomes assisted by the harmonics of the dressing function that are close to resonancewith theHubbard
interaction, namely for the integers fulﬁlling w = - D ( )U n m (ﬁgure 1(d)). In particular, by assuming that
d w w= - D » D  ( ) ( )t U U r U r, , 11x
we can neglect themajority of tunneling events using a similar rotating-wave argument, except for those that
satisfy = D +s+n r n m.i 1, Accordingly, the dressing function becomes simpliﬁed
4
The fermion operators are obtained after a trivialU(1) gauge transformation j D +s w sD{ }( )˜f kx fexp i sin .i V i i, 2 0 ,0
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We further assume that the laser detuning is chosen in such away that r is an even integer, and set
=p- D s+e 1r n ii i 1, for any population difference.Making use of theNeumann–Graf addition formula for Bessel
functions [60], namely å q=n q n p q nÎ + -( ) ( ) ( ∣ ( )∣) ( )J z J z J ze 2 sin 2 e ,n n n ni i 2 we can express the PAT in terms
of a single Bessel function
h=s d j- D D - Ds s s + + +( ) ( ) ( )t t t Je e , 13x x t U n r n r n, i ii i i1, 1, 1,
which should be understood in terms of its Taylor series expansion.
The total time-evolution operator = å d- -  ( ) ( )†U t U t e e ,t U n n H t0 i ii i i eff can thus be expressed in terms of a
time-independentHubbardHamiltonian of the form (2). However, the dressed tunneling strengths nowdepend
on the density of fermions of the opposite pseudospin, and the residualHubbard interaction depends on the
resonance condition in equation (11), such that
å å åh d= - + +
s
s s s
s
j
s s
s
ss s s s sD
- D
+s s+ +( )( ) ( )† † † †H f f t J f f U f f f fe H.c. 12 . 14i i i i i x r n r n i i i i i i ieff , , , , , i , 1, , , , , ,i i1, 1,
As announced in the introduction, theHubbard-blockaded tunneling becomes activated through a PAT
phenomenon, and leads to a density-dependent tunneling that can bewritten as follows
h h h h h= + + +s s s s s s s sD + + + +s+ ( ) ( ) ( ) ( ) ( ) ( )J J h h J n n J n h J h n . 15r n i i i i r i i r i i0 , 1, 0 , 1, , 1, , 1,i 1,
wherewe have deﬁned the hole number operators = -s sh n1 .i i, , Theﬁrst term in equation (15) describes the
tunnelingwithin the subspace of single-occupied sites ,s whereas the second one corresponds to tunneling
within the subspace of doubly-occupied sitesd (see ﬁgure 1(e)). These subspaces can be described as two
Hubbard sub-bands centered around  = 0s and  d= U .d Finally, the third and fourth terms stand for
tunneling events connecting the single-occupied to the doubly-occupied subspaces (see ﬁgure 1(f)). These four
terms can be thus understood as diagonal and off-diagonal tunnelings.We note that a similar classiﬁcation of the
tunneling events of the originalHubbardmodel (4) can be performed by using Hkinå + +s s s s s s( ) ( )n h H n h .i i i i i i, , , kin, , , Let us emphasize, however, that the ratio of these diagonal/off-diagonal
processes cannot be controlled, which contrasts the PATHamiltonians (15), where one can adjust the intensity
of themoving optical lattice V˜0 such that the ratio of the Bessel functions attains the desired value. This will be
crucial to obtain a tunable t-Jmodelwith fully controllable parameters in section 3.2. In section 3.1, wewill use
this formulation to connect the effectivemodel to the so-called bond–charge interactions, which leads to a
quantum simulator of exoticHubbardmodels.Moreover, the tunneling of one pseudospin acquires a complex
phase that depends on the density of the other pseudospin, whichwill be crucial for the quantum simulation of
dynamical Gauge ﬁelds in section 3.3, when complementedwith additional terms that allow us to control each
pseudospin independently.
In order to test the validity of our derivations, we compare numerically the dynamics obtained from the
effectiveHamiltonian (14), (15), and the periodically driven one (4), (5) in the simplest setting: a Fermi–
Hubbard dimer (see ﬁgures 2(a), (e)). Inﬁgure 2, we explore the real-time dynamics for different conﬁgurations
of atoms in the initial state. (i)Pauli-blockaded regime:ﬁgures 2(b), (c) represent the dynamics of the initial
atomic conﬁguration    ñ = ñ  ∣ ∣† † †f f f, 0 ,1 2 1 2 2 which does not displayHubbard blockade as the tunneling
preserves the number of doubly-occupied sites. Nonetheless, the bare tunneling for the spin-up atoms (see
dashed lines ofﬁgure 2(b)) is renormalized due to the periodic driving, as shown by the different population
dynamics displayed by the solid lines (exact) and the symbols (effective). The excellent agreement between the
solid lines and the symbols proves the validity of our derivations, and the accuracy of the interaction-dependent
PATHamiltonian (14), (15). In particular, it shows that provided the constrains in equation (11) are carefully
fulﬁlled by the systemparamaters, terms beyond the rotating-wave approximation leading to equation (12),
within the single-band approximation, do not lead to additional errors departing from the desired target
Hamiltonian evolution. Regarding the dynamics of the down-spin atoms, we note that these cannot tunnel due
to the Pauli exclusion principle, as depicted inﬁgure 2(c). (ii)Hubbard-blockaded regime: ﬁgures 2(f), (g)
represent the dynamics of the initial atomic conﬁgurations   ñ = ñ ∣ ∣† †f f0 , 0 ,1 2 2 2 which suffers aHubbard
blockade as the tunnelingmust change the number of doubly-occupied sites. Hence, in the absence of the
driving, the atomic tunneling is totally forbidden (see dashed lines ofﬁgure 2(f), (g)). By switching on the
driving, we observe that the tunneling of both spin-up and spin-down atoms is reactivated, as shownby the solid
lines (exact) and the symbols (effective), which again show an excellent agreement supporting our analytical
results.
Let us now address the phenomenon of correlated destruction of tunneling exploited in section 3 for the
quantum simulation of strongly-correlatedmodels. According to equation (15), the tunneling is dressed by a
different Bessel function depending on the particle–hole densities, and it can get coherently suppressedwhen the
driving parameter η coincides with a zero of the corresponding Bessel function. Inﬁgure 2(d), we observe this
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effect for theﬁrst pair of zeros, η= z0, nwith n= 1, 2, of the Bessel function =( )J z 0,n0 0, which are displayed by
the dashed dotted lines.We see how themaximal average population that reaches the left site of theHubbard
dimer vanishes when the driving ratio coincides with any of the zeros. Inﬁgure 2(h), we see that for a different
particle–hole distribution, the coherent destruction of tunneling takes place at the zeros of a different Bessel
function, namely η= zr, n for n= 1, 2 zeros of the Bessel function =( )J z 0r r n, for the chosen r= 2. Since the
zeros of the twoBessel function do not coincide, we can independently suppress the tunneling correlated to a
particular particle–hole distribution (i.e. correlated destruction of tunneling ), whichwill be relevant in in
section 3.
We have so far presented numerical tests supporting the validity of the resonant PAT, wD = U r, such
that the residual interactions of the dressed Fermi–Hubbardmodel (14) vanish d =U 0.However, our
analytical results show thatﬁniteHubbard interactions d w= - D ( )U U r can be achieved by changing the
velocity of themoving optical lattice wD ¹ U r,whichwill be crucial for several quantum simulations in
section 3. Let us test this result by numerically integrating an adiabatic evolution according to the effective (14),
(15) and periodically-driven (4), (5)Hamiltonians for a half-ﬁlled dimer (ﬁgure 3(a)).We study the evolution of
the system (seeﬁgure 3(b)), for a slow rampof the tunneling strength d -( ( ) )t t t t1x x x with a rate dt .x
Initially, the dimer is prepared in the groundstate, which resembles a Fermi seawith the spin-up/down atoms
delocalized along the dimer, corresponding to the groundstate of the Fermi–Hubbard dimer for d t U .x
After the quench d»t t1 ,xf the dimer should be in a spin singlet state corresponding to the groundstate of an
antiferromagneticHeisenbergmodel that arises for d t Ux
Y » ñ = + + ñ Y » ñ = - ñ       ( )( ) ( )∣ ∣ ⟶ ∣ ∣ ( )† † † † † † † †f f f f f f f fFS 12 0 HS 12 0 , 160 1 2 1 2 f 1 2 1 2
Inﬁgure 3(c), we represent the numerical results for theHeisenberg-singlet ﬁdelity  = á Y ñ( ) ∣ ∣ ( ) ∣t tHSs 2 as a
function of the ramp time, and for different ramp rates.We observe that the ﬁdelity approaches  d »( )t1 1xs
for the very slow ramps, where the adiabatic evolution is expected to bemore accurate. Once again, the good
agreement between the effective (14), (15) and periodically-driven (4), (5)Hamiltonians, support our claim that
one can study the effects ofﬁniteHubbard interactions, and their interplay with the dressed PAT tunneling.
At this point, it is worth commenting on the effect of higher excited bands that would be present in the
optical-lattice setup, but are not contained in the single-band approximation implicit to equation (2), and the
rest of our treatment. The periodicmodulationmay also assist inter-band transition bymulti-photon
resonances where wD = Dn E,where În andΔ E is the energy gap between the lowest and some higher
Figure 2. Interaction-dependent resonant PAT for two-component fermions: Population dynamics of a periodically-driven Fermi–
Hubbard dimerwith parameters tx= 0.1, =U 20, andj= 0 for different density distributions: (a)–(d) initial state with one spin-up
atomon the rightwell in a background of spin-down atoms    ñ = ñ  ∣ ∣† † †f f f, 0 ;1 2 1 2 2 (e), (f) initial state with a pair of atoms on the
right well   ñ = ñ ∣ ∣† †f f0 , 0 .1 2 2 2 Dashed lines correspond to the tunneling for the un-driven =V˜ 00 dimer. Solid lines stand for the
resonantly-driven dimer wD = U 2 (i.e. two-photon assisted tunneling r= 2)with w= DV˜ 30 dictated by the exactHamiltonian
(4), (5). Symbols stand for the dynamics under the effectiveHamiltonian (14), (15) for the same parameters. This criterion of symbols,
dashed and solid lines, is kept for otherﬁgures. (a), (b), (c)Photon-assisted tunneling for the spin-up atom, and Pauli blockade of the
spin-down atomswhich cannot tunnel due to the exclusion principle. (d)Maximal arrival density of the spin-up atom
pá ñ < <{ ( ) }n t t tmax : 0 2 ,x1, which displaysminima exactly at the zeros of the Bessel function =( )J z 0n0 0, (i.e. coherent
destruction of tunneling). (e), (f), (g)Photon-assisted tunneling for both the spin-up and spin-down atoms. (h)Maximal arrival
density of the spin-up atom pá ñ < <{ ( ) }n t t tmax : 0 2 ,x1, which displaysminima exactly at the zeros of the Bessel function
=( )J z 0.n2 2, In comparison to (d), we observe that the coherent destruction of tunneling depends on the background of spin-down
atoms, leading to the correlated coherent destruction of tunneling exploited in section 3.
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band. To avoid such processes, onemust ensure that these resonances are avoided for the lowest-lying bands
where the number of absorbed photons n can be the lowest. Eventually, this parameter choicemay lead to a
resonancewith amuch higher band for n 1, but provided thatD  ˜E V ,0 the population transferredwill be
exponentially slower than the inter-band tunneling tinter-band~ D ( ˜ )t E V t .x n x0 Onemust thusmake sure that
these inter-band population transfer ismuch slower than the time required for the experiment, which becomes
essential for the cases that deal with the slower super exchange (16). In addition to these possible errors in the
simulation, one also has to consider the effect of working in a different periodically-modulated picture, which
can lead tomicro-motion contributions at the driving frequency that can alter the experimental
measurements [45].
Beforemoving to the PAT in higher dimensions, let usmention that we could gain additionalﬂexibility in
the scheme by introducing an additional linear gradient, whichmay come from a lattice acceleration, an external
electric ﬁeld, or amagnetic-ﬁeld gradient. If we tune the gradient such that it coincides with the on-site
interaction, we can generalize equation (14) by substituting
h h h h h h = + + +s s s s s s s sD +D + + + +s s+ +( )( ) ( ) ( ) ( ) ( ) ( )
( )
J J J h h J n n J n h J h n .
17
r n r n r i i r i i i i r i i1 , 1, , 1, 0 , 1, 2 , 1,i i1, 1,
According to this expression, the off-diagonal tunnelings connecting doubly- to single-occupied sites (i.e. fourth
term in equation (17) represented in the upper panel of ﬁgure 4(a)), and single- to doubly-occupied sites (i.e.
third term in equation (17) represented in the upper panel ofﬁgure 4(c)), depend on different Bessel functions.
This leads to a two-tone beating in the tunneling dynamics, as shown inﬁgures 4(b), (d), which also serve as tests
of the validity of our analytical derivations.
(ii)Higher-dimensional scheme:The scheme presented above can be directly generalized beyond 1D. The
static optical lattice should bemodiﬁed such that it allows for tunneling along two (  { }V V V E,z x y0, 0, 0, R)
or three ( { }V V V E, ,x y z0, 0, 0, R) directions. As can be observed from equations (6)–(10), to assist the tunneling
along a given direction, it is crucial that the periodicmodulation (5) has a phase that varies along that particular
direction. Therefore, wewould need to include additionalmoving optical lattices that propagate along the
remaining axes, dressing the corresponding tunneling along two a = { }x y, , or three a = { }x y z, , directions.
Onemay consider adding one independent detuned laser beamper axis, paralleling the construction of the one-
dimensional case. Otherwise, one could simply tilt the laser beamof the 1D case, such that it has a non-vanishing
projection propagating along each axis. The former schemewould lead to independentmoving lattices along
each axis whose intensity and frequency can be tuned separately, whereas the latter would lead to a non-
separablemoving lattice that dresses all the different tunnellings with the same intensity and frequency, albeit
one could playwith the propagation angle.
Figure 3.Adiabatic evolution of an off-resonant PATdimer at halfﬁlling: (a) scheme of the interaction-dependent PAT for a half-
ﬁlled two-site Fermi–Hubbardmodel. (b) Scheme for the adiabatic evolution in the half-ﬁlled Fermi–Hubbard dimer. At t= 0, the
system is initialized in the Fermi seawith spin-up/down atoms delocalized along the dimer, which is the groundstate for d t U .x
By adiabatically switching off the tunneling, theﬁnal state for d t Ux should be the spin singlet, which corresponds to the
groundstate of an antiferromagnetic Heisenberg dimer. (c) Singletﬁdelity s for a periodically-driven Fermi–Hubbard dimerwith
parameters =t 0.1,x =U 20, w= DV˜ 1.84 ,0 j = 0, and d =U t0.1 ,x with a slow ramp of the tunneling strength
d -( ( ) )t t t t1 .x x x The symbols correspond to the results given by the effective description (14), (15) for different quench rates dt ,x
while the solid lines correspond to the periodically-driven description (4), (5).
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For simplicity, we consider the ﬁrst situation, such that the periodic driving is
åå w j= D - D +
s a
a a a a a s( )( ) ˜ ( )H t V k R t n2 cos , 18i i imod ,
0,
, ,
wherewe have introduced the labeling indexes = ( )i ii ,x y for 2D, and = ( )i i ii , ,x y z for 3D. As before, we have
assumed that for 2D ( V˜ V ,x x0, 0, and V˜ Vy y0, 0, ), and for 3D ( V˜ V ,x x0, 0, V˜ V ,y y0, 0, and V˜ Vz z0, 0, ), such
that themoving lattices do notmodify the bare tunneling and only lead to a periodicmodulation of the on-site
energies. Each of thesemoving lattices assists the tunneling along a given direction, and does not interfere with
the tunnelings along the remaining axes. Accordingly, the interaction-dependent PAT is a direct generalization
of (14), which requires a parameter regime
d w w w w= - D » D = D = Da a  ( ) ( )t t t U U r U r r r, , , , 19x y z x x y y z z
and yields the following effectiveHamiltonian
å åå
å
h
d
= - +
+
s
s s s
a s
a a j s s
s
ss s s s s
D - D +aa s a a a s a+
+( )( )
( )
† †
† †
H f f t J f f
U f f f f
e H.c.
1
2
, 20
r n
r n
i
i i i
i
i i e
i
i i i i
eff
,
, , ,
,
i
, , ,
,
, , , ,
i e
i e
,
,
whereD = -s s s+ +a an n n ,i e i e i, , , the bare tunnelings are approximated by equation (3), and the dressed
tunnelings depend on
h h h
h h
= +
+ +
a a s s a s s
a s s a s s
D + +
+ +
aa s a a
a a a a
+ ( ) ( ) ( )
( ) ( ) ( )
J J h h J n n
J n h J h n , 21
r n
r r
i i e i i e
i i e i i e
0 , , 0 , ,
, , , ,
i e ,
wherewe have introduced h w= Da a aV˜ .0, It is interesting to note that controlling the intensity difference of
eachmoving optical lattice, we can tune the spatial anisotropy of the dressed tunnellings. The possibility of
generalizing to 2D is especially interesting in the context of the t-Jmodel, and its connection to high-Tc cuprate
superconductors, as outlined in section 3.2.
We have thus seen that the interaction-dependent PATwith amoving optical lattice leads to effective
Hubbardmodels of any dimensionality with dressed tunnelings that are density dependent. In the following
section, wewill show that by considering a state-dependentmoving optical lattice, the PAT scheme becomes
moreﬂexible, whichwill allowus to target other quantummany-bodymodels, in particular dynamical Gauge
ﬁelds.
Figure 4. Interaction-dependent resonant PAT for two-component fermions in a gradient: population dynamics of a periodically-
driven Fermi–Hubbard dimerwith parameters tx= 0.1, =U 20, w= DV˜ 3.5 ,0 j = 0, and subjected to an additional gradient
D = U . (a) Scheme for PAT for states with double occupancies   ñ = ñ ∣ ∣† †f f0 , 01 2 2 2 (upper diagram), and
  ñ = ñ ∣ ∣† †f f, 0 01 2 1 1 (lower diagram), showing two different tunneling dressings that lead to the two-tone beating displayed in (b)
for the initial state Y ñ =   ñ∣ ∣0 , .0 1 2 As usual, the solid lines correspond to the numerical solution of the exactHamiltonian (4), (5)
in the presence of an additional gradient, while the symbols stand for the numerical solution of the effectiveHamiltonian (14)with the
modiﬁed tunnelings (17) due to the presence of the gradient. (c) Scheme for PAT for states with single occupancies
  ñ = ñ ∣ ∣† †f f, 01 2 1 2 (upper diagram), and   ñ = ñ ∣ ∣† †f f, 01 2 1 2 (lower diagram), showing two different tunneling dressings that
yield the two-tone beating displayed in (d) for the initial state Y ñ =   ñ∣ ∣ , .0 1 2
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2.1.2. Two-component fermions in spin-dependentmoving optical lattices
(i) 1D scheme: Let us once again start with the less demanding case of 1D.Wenote that the far-detunedmoving
optical lattice can become state-dependent if the laser-beampolarizations are not collinear (see ﬁgure 5(a), (b)).
This occurs even for detunings that are larger than the Zeeman and hyperﬁne splittings, as far as they do not
exceed theﬁne-structure splitting [58]. For fermionic alkali atoms, this could turn to be incompatible with
reaching ultracold temperatures, as the ﬁne-structure splitting is rather small, and the residual photon scattering
may become appreciable [33]. However, we stress that themoving lattice is by constructionmuchweaker than
the static spin-independent one. In fact, we can reduce the residual photon scattering by orders ofmagnitude by
lowering the intensity of themoving-lattice laser beams, as far as their detuning is simultaneously lowered, such
that the ratio η controlling the PAT (15) remains constant.Wewill thus assume that a conservative state-
dependentmoving optical lattice can be realizedwithout increasing the photon scattering and heating the
ultracold atomic gas.
In this case, we can generalize the driving (5) by including a state-dependent periodicmodulation of the on-
site energies
å w j= D - D +
s
s
s s( )( ) ˜ ( )H t V kX t n2 cos , 22i i imod ,
0,
,
where the spin-dependent amplitudemust again fulﬁll s V˜ V ,x0, 0, andjσ stands for a phase difference with
respect to the static lattice that is generally state dependent [61, 62] (see ﬁgures 5 (c), (d)). Going back to the spin-
independent scheme (5), the newmodulation (22) can be achieved by rotating the polarization of the laser beam
that is slightly detunedwith respect to the static-lattice lasers [61]. In this case, the spin-dependent driving
amplitudes sV˜0, can be tuned by controlling such an angle, or instead the direction of propagation of the laser
beamwith respect to the quantization axis [62]. Another possibility would be to resolve the hyperﬁne structure,
such that one can exploit selection rules in the ac-Stark shifts. In fact, for pseudospins corresponding to the
maximally-polarized Zeeman sublevels, it is possible to obtain optical lattices that selectively address a single
pseudospin (i.e. =V˜ 0,0, ¹V˜ 00, ), or vice versa, as realized in ion-trap experiments [63]. This leads to a spin-
dependent drivingwhere thewavevectorΔ kσ, detuningΔωσ, intensity sV˜ ,0, and relative phasejσ can all be
controlled independently for each pseudospin
å w j= D - D +
s
s s s s s( )( ) ˜ ( )H t V k X t n2 cos . 23i i imod ,
0,
,
Paralleling the previous section, wewill consider equal wavelengths of the static andmoving optical lattices,
such that l pD = D =s s( )k X k i i,i 12 althoughwe remark again that the scheme alsoworks for other
propagation angles. Once the new periodic drivings (22), (23) have been discussed, we can address the
interaction-dependent PAT they give rise to.We shall use equation (23), as the results also encompass those
related to the driving (22). By reproducing the steps that lead to the effectiveHamiltonian (14) for the spin-
independent driving, we ﬁnd a parameter regime analogous to equation (11), namely
Figure 5. Scheme of the spin-dependent PAT for fermions: (a) laser scheme similar toﬁgure 1, butwith the linear polarization of the
detuned Raman beam (blue arrow) rotated by an angle qp with respect to the static lattice laser beams. This gives rise to a spin-
dependentmoving optical lattice. (b) Same as before, but considering that the detuned Ramanbeam (blue arrow) forms an anglewith
respect to the static optical lattice beams (red arrows). (c), (d)Themoving optical-lattice potential for each pseudospin (green lines for
 ñ∣ , and orange lines for  ñ∣ ) reactivates the tunneling involving doubly-occupied sites. The PAT contains diagonal terms (e)
corresponding to a spin-dependent dressed tunnelingwithin the subspaces of single- or doubly-occupied sites controlled by the Bessel
function hs s≔ ( )J J .0, 0 The off-diagonal terms (f) contain a spin-dependent tunneling connecting the subspaces of single- and
doubly-occupied sites, which are controlled by the Bessel function hs s≔ ( )J Jr r, and dressed by the spin-dependent tunneling phasej s se .ri
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d w w w= - D » D = Ds s      ( ) ( )t U U r U r r, , 24x
and a newdressing function of the tunneling that becomes spin-dependent, namely
⎜ ⎟ ⎜ ⎟⎛⎝
⎞
⎠
⎛
⎝
⎞
⎠å h h=s s s p p j+ D - D - Ds s s s s s s+ + +( ) ( )f t J J2 2 e e e . 25m m m r n
m r n i r ni i i
i
i i
1,
1, 1,
where h w= Ds s sV˜ .0 In this case, the detunings are chosen such that rσ is an even integer for both pseudospins,
such that we can thus set =p- Ds s+e 1.r n ii i 1, Using theNeuman-Graff addition formula once again, we ﬁnd that
å å åh d= - + +
s
s s s
s
s j s s
s
ss s s s sD
- D
+s s s s s+ +( )( ) ( )† † † †H f f t J f f U f f f fe H.c. 12 , 26i i i i i x r n r n i i i i i i ieff , , , , , i , 1, , , , , ,i i1, 1,
Remarkably, weﬁnd that the amplitude of the density-dependent tunneling can be controlled independently
for each pseudospin
h h h h h= + + +s s s s s s s s s s s s sD + + + +s s s s+ ( ) ( ) ( ) ( ) ( ) ( )J J h h J n n J n h J h n , 27r n i i i i r i i r i i0 , 1, 0 , 1, , 1, , 1,i 1,
and that the tunneling phase of one pseudospin depends on the density of the other pseudospin, whichwill be
crucial for the quantum simulation of dynamical Gaugeﬁelds in section 3.3. In order to benchmark these
predictions, we study numerically a spin-dependent coherent destruction of tunneling in a Fermi–Hubbard
dimer subjected to the spin-dependentmoving optical lattice. According to equation (27), the dressed tunneling
of a doubly-occupied half-ﬁlled dimer (see ﬁgure 6(a)) depends on the spin of the atom, such that the spin-up
atoms tunneling is controlled by the Bessel function h ( )J ,r whereas the spin-down atoms tunneling depends on
the Bessel function h ( )J .r Therefore, by controlling the intensities of the the spin-dependentmoving lattice, the
dressed tunneling of the spin-down atoms can be coherently destructed h = ( )J 0,r while the spin-up atoms
hop freely in the lattice h ¹ ( )J 0r (see ﬁgures 6(a), (b)). Conversely, we can coherently freeze the spin-up
atoms h = ( )J 0,r while the spin-down atoms hop freely in the lattice h ¹ ( )J 0r (see ﬁgures 6(c), (d)). Let us
emphasize the excellent agreement between our analytical description (symbols), and the exact dynamics of the
periodicHamiltonian (solid lines).
(ii)Two-dimensional scheme: The scheme presented above can be generalized beyond 1D. For the sake of
concreteness, and for its particular interest in connection to the t-Jmodel in section 3.2, and the dynamical
Gaugeﬁelds in section 3.3, wewill restrict to 2D (  { }V V V E,z x y0, 0, 0, R). The idea is to consider spin-
dependentmoving optical lattices along the x- and y-axes
åå w j= D - D +
s a
a
s
s a a s a s a s( )( ) ˜ ( )H t V k r t n2 cos , 28i i imod ,
0,
, ,
0
, , ,
Figure 6. Spin-dependent coherent destruction of tunneling for two-component fermions: population dynamics of a periodically-
driven Fermi–Hubbard dimerwith parameters tx= 0.1, =U 20, and subjected to a spin-dependentmoving lattice with
j j= =  0, w wD = D =  U 2. (a) Scheme for the spin-dependent PAT for the state   ñ∣0 , ,1 2 showing that the spin-down
atoms can be coherently frozen, as shown in (b) for w= DV 3 ,0 and w= DV 5.130 such that =( )J 5.13 0.2 As usual, the solid lines
correspond to the numerical solution of the exactHamiltonian (4)with the spin-dependent periodicmodulation (23), while the
symbols stand for the numerical solution of the effectiveHamiltonian (26)with themodiﬁed tunnelings (27). (c) Scheme for the spin-
dependent PAT for the state   ñ∣0 , ,1 2 showing that the spin-down atoms can be coherently frozen, as shown in (d) for
w= DV 5.130 such that =( )J 5.13 0,2 and w= DV 3 .0
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such that the relative phases of themoving lattices fulﬁll js 0,x, butj =s 0.y, In this case, and after following
the same steps as above in an analogous parameter regime
d w w w a a s s= - D » D = D " ¢ ¢s a s a s a s a s a s a   ¢ ¢ ¢ ¢( ) ( )t t U U r U r r, , , , , , 29x y , , , , , ,
one can derive the following effectiveHamiltonian
å
å
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h d
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+ + +
s j s s
s s s
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s s
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, e
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i e
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i e
, ,
, , ,
, ,
where h w= Ds a as s aV˜ ., 0, , We thus see that when atoms tunnel along the x-axis, they acquire a dynamical phase
that depends on the density of the other pseudospin, whereas they experience a vanishing phasewhen tunneling
along the y-axis. This will be equivalent to the so-called LandauGauge in section 3.3, which is accompanied by a
non-vanishing dynamicalWilson loop.
So far, all of our numerical tests have been independent of the phase of themoving optical lattices, as we have
only addressed a Fermi–Hubbard dimer. By considering the simplest 2D case, a Fermi–Hubbard tetramer
forming a square plaquette, we can already test numerically the predicted effect of themoving lattice phase,
which according to equation (30), induces a density-dependent Peierls phase in the tunneling. To observe the
effects of such a Peierls phase, we shall ﬁrst exploit the above spin-dependent destruction of tunneling, or the
Pauli exclusion principle, to freeze the dynamics of the spin-down atoms (see ﬁgures 6(a), (b)). Then, the
immobile spin-down atoms yield a density background thatmodiﬁes the tunneling phase of the spin-up atoms.
We explore this possibility inﬁgure 7 for two different density distributions of the spin-down atoms, which lead
to the presence/absence of anAharonov–Bohmdestructive interference in the tunneling dynamics of the spin-
up atom. Besides conﬁrming the validity of our analytical description (30) in a transparent scenario, let us note
that by lifting the coherent destruction of tunneling, and allowing the spin-down atoms to tunnel, the Peierls
phasewill acquire its own dynamics, whichwill be crucial for the quantum simulation of dynamical Gauge ﬁelds
in section 3.3. At this point, the readermay skip the following sections, andmove directly to the quantum
simulator applications dealingwith fermionicmodels in section 3.
2.2. Scheme for a periodically-modulated ultracold Bose gas
Let us now turn our attention to a single-species gas of bosonic atoms, and consider again two hyperﬁne states
 ñ = ñ  ñ = ¢ ¢ñ∣ ∣ ∣ ∣F M F M, , , , such that we have a uniquemass = ≕m m m and recoil energy
Figure 7.Density-dependent Aharonov–Bohm interference for two-component fermions: population dynamics of a periodically-
driven Fermi–Hubbard tetramerwith parameters tx= ty= 0.1, =U 20, and subjected to a spin-dependentmoving latticewith
j =s 0,y, and j p=s 2,x, and wD =a s U 2,, a s" , . (a) Scheme for the PAT for the state   ñ∣ , 0 , 0 , 0 ,1 2 3 4 where the frozen
spin-down atom induces aπ-ﬂux in the tunneling of the spin-up atom, leading to theAharonov–Bohmdestructive interference in (b).
(c), (d)Populations for w= DV ,0 and w= DV 5.130 such that =( )J 5.13 0,2 and the spin-down atom is frozen. As usual, the solid
lines correspond to the numerical solution of the exactHamiltonian (4)with the spin-dependent periodicmodulation (23), while the
symbols stand for the numerical solution of the effectiveHamiltonian (30). Due to the interference, the spin-up atom cannot reach the
opposite corner á ñ = ( )n t 0.3, (e)–(h) Same as above, but for the state      ñ∣ , , , ,1 2 3 4 where the spin-down atoms cannot
tunnel due to the Pauli exclusion principle. For this density background, the tunneling phase of the spin-up atoms vanishes since there
is no spin-down density gradient. Hence, this initial state does not lead to Aharonov–Bohmdestructive interference, and the spin-up
atomdoes indeed reach the opposite corner.
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= ≕E E E .R, R, R In theWannier basis, åY = -s s( ) ( )w br r r ,i i i0 , the generalHamiltonian (1) can be
expressed in terms of the bosonic operators sbi, as a two-component Bose–Hubbardmodel [8], namely
å åå åå= + + = - + +s
s
s s
s a
a s s
s s
ss s s s s+ ¢
¢ ¢ ¢a( )
( )
† † † †H H H V b b t b b U b b b bH.c.
1
2
,
31
i
i i i
i
i i e
i
i i i iBH loc kin int
,
, , ,
,
, ,
,
, , , ,
where theHamiltonian parameters coincide with the fermionic ones (3) under similar approximations.
However, due to the different statistics, s-wave scattering among pairs of atomswith the same electronic state are
now allowed (i.e. ¹ U U, 0), which givesmore freedom for the interaction-dependent PAT.We shall discuss
different regimes of interest for the quantum simulation of bosonic quantummany-bodymodels, which can be
achieved by tuning the Feshbach resonances.
2.2.1. Two-component hardcore bosons in spin-independentmoving optical lattices
Let us start from the 1DBose–Hubbardmodel obtained from equation (49) for { }V V V, ,y z x0, 0, 0, such that
only tunneling along the x-axis is relevant. In the hard-core limit, double occupancies of bosonswith the same
pseudospin are energetically forbidden (i.e.    U U U t, x). In this limit, we can project out all states with
sites occupied bymore than one boson of the same pseudospin provided that the ﬁlling is á ñsn 1.i, By using
the corresponding projector  ,s we canmap the bosonic creation-annihilation operators onto an ( )2su spin
algebra
     = = =s s s s s s s s s s s s s≕ ˜ ≕ ˜ ≕ ˜ ( )† † †b b b b b b n0 1 , 1 0 , 1 1 . 32i i i i i i i i i i i i is , s , , , s , s , , , s , , s , ,
In such a hardcore limit, the Bose–Hubbardmodel (49) only contains the on-siteHubbard interactions for two
bosons of opposite pseudospin, namely
  å
å å
= + + =
- + +
s
s s s
s
s s
s
ss s s s s+( )
˜ ˜ ˜ ˜ ≔ ˜ ˜
˜ ˜ ˜ ˜ ˜ ˜ ( )
†
† † †
H H H V H b b
t b b U b b b bH.c.
1
2
. 33
i
i i i
i
x i i
i
i i i i
hBH loc kin int s HB s
,
, , ,
,
, 1,
,
, , , ,
Analogously, wemust also project the spin-independent periodicmodulation due to themoving optical lattice
which, in the same regime as discussed for fermions (5), yields
  å w j= D - D +
s
s( )˜ ( ) ≔ ( ) ˜ ˜ ( )H t H t V kX t n2 cos 34i i imod s mod s ,
0
,
Wecannowproceed in analogy to the fermionic gas, as the difference between the fermionic operators and the
hardcore-boson ones does not change any of the steps of the derivation.Wemove to the interaction picturewith
respect to the projected driving andHubbard interactions ⎜ ⎟
⎛
⎝
⎞
⎠ ò t t= +( ) { ( ˜ ˜ ( ))}U t V Hexp i d ,t0 0 int mod and
follow the same steps as in the fermionic case to express the time-evolution operator
= å d- -  ( ) ( )† ˜ ˜ ˜U t U t e e ,t U n n H t0
i
i
i
i i
eff in terms of
å å åh d= - + +
s
s s s
s
j s s
s
ss s s s sD - D +s s+ +( )˜ ˜ ˜ ( ) ˜ ˜ ˜ ˜ ˜ ˜ ( )† ˜ ˜ † † †H b b t J b b U b b b be H.c. 12 , 35i i i i i x r n r n i i i i i i ieff , , , , , i , 1, , , , , ,i i1, 1,
where the dressed tunnelling strengths and phases are again density dependent. Given the one-to-one
correspondencewith the fermionic scheme, the numerical results to test the validity of our derivation by
comparing the full and effective dynamics would not add anything different fromﬁgure 2, andwe shall not
include themhere.
Since the hardcore-boson and the fermionic number operators have the same algebraic properties, we can
rewrite this density-dependent tunnelling strength in complete analogy to the fermionic case
h h h h h= + + +s s s s s s s sD + + + +s+ ( ) ( ) ˜ ˜ ( ) ˜ ˜ ( ) ˜ ˜ ( ) ˜ ˜ ( )˜J J h h J n n J n h J h n , 36r n i i i i r i i r i i0 , 1, 0 , 1, , 1, , 1,i 1,
where the hardcore hole operator is = -s s˜ ˜h n1 .i i, , Therefore, the dressed tunnelings for hardcore bosons can
be described pictorially by ﬁgures 1(e), (f), which distinguish events that preserve/modify the double occupancy
of the tunneling sites.
Let us also note that the fermionic schemes for spin-dependent drivings in section 2.1, and the generalization
to higher dimensions, equally applies to the bosonic gas in this hardcore limit. Althoughwe shall focus on the
fermionic applications of the quantum simulator in section 3, we emphasize that all the quantummany-body
models discussed there have a hardcore-boson counterpart, including the dynamical Gauge ﬁelds.
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2.2.2. Two-component softcore bosons in spin-independentmoving optical lattices
The objective of this section is to relax the hardcore constraint    U U U t, ,x which forbids double
occupancies of bosonswith the same pseudospin. Let us, however, start by understanding the PATof a single-
component bosonic gas described by equation (49), but restricted to a single pseudospin (e.g. s = ). For
notational convenience, we drop the pseudospin index, such that theHamiltonian corresponds to the standard
Bose–Hubbardmodel
å å å= + + = - + + -+( ) ( ) ( )† †H H H V b b t b b U n nH.c. 2 1 . 37i i i i i x i i i i iBH loc kin int 1
According to our discussion of theHubbard blockade t U ,x the tunnelling of bosons that changes the parity
of the occupation number is energetically forbidden (see ﬁgure 8(a)). As customary, we activate this tunnelling
bymeans of the periodicmodulation
å w j= D - D +( )( ) ˜ ( )H t V kX t n
2
cos , 38
i
i imod
0
given by amoving optical lattice acting on the bosonic atoms (see ﬁgure 8(b)). Due to the differentHubbard
interaction, which now involves a single pseudospin, one cannot use the expression in equation (6). Instead, we
consider the interaction picture of a bond operator = ++ + +† †B b b b bi i i i i i, 1 1 1 which, again up to an irrelevant
Gauge transformation, can be shown to be
= +w w j w w j+ - - + - D D -D + D D -D + ++ +( ) ( ) ( )( ) ( ) ( )†
˜ ˜
†U t B U t b be e e H.c., 39i i tU n n
V
kX t
V
kX t
i i0 , 1 0
i 1 i 2
sin i
2
sin
1
i i i i1
0 0
1
where ⎜ ⎟
⎛
⎝
⎞
⎠ ò t t= +( ) { ( ( ))}U t V Hexp i dt0 0 int mod is the interaction-picture unitary. After deﬁning the bosonic
population difference operatorD = -+ +n n n ,i i i1 1 and using the Jacobi–Auger expansion for each of the time-
dependent exponentials, the expression of the kinetic energy, =( ) ( ) ( )†H t U t H U t ,kin 0 kin 0 becomes
å= - + =
s
+ - D ++( ) ( )( ) ( ) ( ) ( ) ( )†H t t t b b t t t f tH.c. , e , 40
i
x i i x x
tU n
kin
,
1
i 1i 1
with exactly the samemodulation function as in equation (10).
We can then proceed by following the same steps as for the fermionic case, toﬁnd a parameter regime
d w w= - D » D( ) ( )t U U r U r, , 41x
andﬁnally obtain the effective interaction-dependent PATHamiltonian
å å åh d= - + + -jD + - D + ++ +( ) ( )( ) ( )( ) ( )† †H b b t J b b U n ne H.c. 2 1 . 42i i i i i x r n r n i i i i ieff 1 i 1 1i i1 1
Here, we observe that the dressed tunnelling depends on the density of bosons of the same pseudospin at the sites
involved in the tunnelling event (see ﬁgures 8(c), (d)). Since the boson number per lattice site is not restricted
anymore by the hardcore constraint, we cannot express it as the simple polynomial (36) quadratic in the density
operators, but rather as a highly nonlinear term.Using the orthogonal projectors onto subspaces with awell-
Figure 8. Scheme of the spin-independent PAT for bosons: (a) bosonic atoms in a single hyperﬁne state  ñ∣ (green circles) are
trapped at the nodes of a static optical lattice potential (red lines). Tunneling of one atom to an already-occupied site is inhibited by the
Hubbard blockade t U .x (b)Moving optical lattice potential (blue lines) reactivates the tunneling by providing the required energy
for the atoms to overcome the interaction penalty. (c), (d)The PAT can be divided into events that conserve theHubbard interaction
energy (c) controlled by the Bessel function h≔ ( )J J ,0 0 and those that change it (d), and are controlled by various Bessel functions
h≔ ( )ℓ ℓJ J and the corresponding tunneling phases j ℓe .i Also note that the residual dressed interaction dU is changedwith respect
to the bare original oneU.
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deﬁned difference number of bosons D =+ ℓ,ni 1 this nonlinearity becomes apparent
å å h h h= = - D +- ¢D + ¢=
+
¢ D + = ¢
¢=
+
¢
¹ ¢
+
+ +
( )
( )
ℓ
ℓ ℓ
( ) ( ) ( ) ( )
ℓ
ℓ ℓ
ℓ
ℓ
ℓ ℓ
J J J
n 1
, 43r n
N
r n
N
r
i
1
0
1
1
0
1 2 1
2
2 2i i1
b
1
b
where Nb is the total number of bosons loaded in the optical lattice, andwe have again assumed that r is an even
integer. In analogy to the studies for the phase-modulation driving [46, 47], we observe that therewill be
interaction-shifted resonances that correspond to the zeros of the Bessel functions for different density
backgrounds. In fact, using our formalism, one could derive similar analytic expressions for a phase-modulation
driving [46, 47]. For the intensity-modulated lattices of the recent experiments [48, 49], the situation is simpler
as there can only be one particular occupation that is resonant with the periodicmodulation of the tunneling
matrix element, and noBessel functions arise. The possibility of engineering Bose–Hubbardmodels with a
density-dependent tunneling strength and phase by our PAT scheme can be considered as an alternative to the
proposals based on periodicmodulations of the s-wave scattering length [53, 54]. Let usﬁnally note that it is
possible to generalize this scheme to higher dimensions, paralleling the fermionic case section 2.1.
In order to test the validity of our derivations, we have numerically compared the time-evolution predicted
by either the effectiveHamiltonian (42), (43), or the periodically driven one (37), (38) for a Bose–Hubbard dimer
in the regime of interaction-dependent PAT. Inﬁgure 9, we explore the real-time dynamics for different
conﬁgurations of atoms in the initial state: (i)Non-blockaded regime: ﬁgures 9(a), (b) represent the dynamics of
the initial atomic conﬁgurations ñ = ñ∣ ∣†b0, 1 vac ,2 which does not displayHubbard blockade as it consists of a
single atom. Yet, the bare tunneling (see dashed lines ofﬁgure 9(b)) is renormalized due to the periodic driving,
as shown by the different population dynamics displayed by the solid lines (exact) and the symbols (effective).
The same renormalization occurs for the conﬁguration ñ∣1, 2 inﬁgures 9(c), (d), which is not blockaded as the
overall occupation parity is conserved in the tunneling process. On top of the dressing of the tunneling, we
observe a bosonic enhancement which leads to a doubled tunneling ratewith respect toﬁgure 9(b). (ii)
Hubbard-blockaded regime: ﬁgures 9(e)–(h) represent the dynamics of the initial atomic conﬁguration ñ∣0, 2 ,
which suffers aHubbard blockade as the tunnelingmust change the overall occupation parity.Hence, in the
absence of the driving, the atomic tunneling is totally forbidden (see dashed lines of ﬁgure 9(f)). By switching on
the driving, we observe that the tunneling is reactivated, as shownby the solid lines (exact) and the symbols
(effective). So far, all these simulations correspond to the resonant PAT,where the parameter regime (41) is
achieved forδU= 0. Inﬁgures 9(g), (h), we explore the off-resonant case δU> 0, and the possibility of
describing the driving detuning as a residualHubbard interaction. The agreement between the solid lines (exact)
and the symbols (effective) inﬁgure 9(h), shows that this is indeed the case.We observe that, as δU is increased,
the periodic exchange of particles is gradually inhibited, as onewould expect since the single- and doubly-
occupiedHubbard bands becomemore andmore separated in energy.
Figure 9. Interaction-dependent PAT for single-component softcore bosons: population dynamics of a periodically-driven Bose–
Hubbard dimerwith tx= 0.1,U= 20, andj= 0 for different density distributions. (a), (b) Initial state with one atomon the right well
ñ∣0, 1 .The dashed lines correspond to the tunneling for the undrivenV0= 0 dimer, while the resonant drivingΔω=U/2 (i.e. two-
photon assisted tunneling r= 2)withV0= 1.5Δω corresponds to the numerical solution of the exactHamiltonian (37), (38) (solid
lines), and the effective one (42), (43) (symbols).We use the same criterion dashed-line/solid-line/symbols in all the ﬁgures. (c), (d)
Same as above for an initial state with two atoms on the right well and one atomon the left well ñ∣1, 2 . (e), (f) Same as above for an
initial state ñ∣0, 2 . (g), (h)Off-resonant effects on the PAT for the initial state ñ∣0, 2 bymodifying the detuning
d Î { }U t 0, 0.5, 1, 1.5, 2, 2.5x (dark-to-bright coloring implies increasing the detuning δU).
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As a further numerical proof of the consistency of our effective description, let us explore the phenomenon
of coherent destruction of tunneling. According to equation (43), the effective tunneling is dressed by a different
Bessel function depending on the densities of the bosonic atoms. For instance, the PAT tunneling ofﬁgure 10(a)
is controlled by h( )J ,0 whereas the tunneling ofﬁgure 10(c) is controlled by h( )J .r Therefore, whenever the
driving parameter η coincides with a zero of the corresponding Bessel function, the tunneling should get
coherently suppressed. Inﬁgure 10(b), we observe this effect at h = z n0, for n= 1, 2, 3 zeros of the Bessel
function =( )J z 0,n0 0, which are displayed by the dashed dotted lines.We see how themaximal average
population that reaches the left site of theHubbard dimer vanishes when the driving ratio coincides with any of
the zeros. Inﬁgure 10(d), we see that for a different atomic density distribution, the coherent destruction of
tunneling takes place at the zeros of a different Bessel function, namely η= zr, n for n= 1, 2, 3 fulﬁlling
=( )J z 0r r n, for the chosen r= 2.
Once the interaction-dependent PAT for the single-pseudospin bosons has been understood, and its validity
has been checked numerically, we can turn our attention to the situation of two-pseudospin bosonswithout the
hardcore constraint
å å åå= + + = - + +
s
s s s
s
s s
s s
ss s s s s+ ¢
¢ ¢ ¢( ) ( )† † † †H H H V b b t b b U b b b bH.c. 12 . 44i i i i i x i i i i i i iBH loc kin int , , , , , , 1, , , , , ,
We shall be interested in the regime of   U U U t, , ,x where double occupancy of bosons of the same
(different) pseudospin is allowed (forbidden). In this regime, as the intra-spin interactions do not blockade the
tunneling, we only include the inter-spin interactions in the interaction picture
⎜ ⎟
⎛
⎝
⎞
⎠ ò t t= +( ) { ( ( ))}U t V Hexp i d ,t0 0 int, mod where a spin-independentmoving optical lattice is applied to
both pseudospins
å w j= D - D +
s
s( )( ) ˜ ( )H t V kX t n2 cos . 45i i imod ,
0
,
One can then see that, in the following parameter regime
d w w= - D » D    ( ) ( )t U U U U r U r, , , , 46x
the dressed tunnelings will only depend on the density of atoms of the opposite pseudospin, as occurs for the
hardcore bosons or the fermions. Therefore, the effectiveHamiltonian becomes
å å ååh= - + +
s
s s s
s
j s s
s s
ss s s s sD
- D +
¢
¢ ¢ ¢s s+ +( )( ) ˜ ( )† † † †H b b t b b U b b b bJ e H.c. 12 , 47i i i i i x r n
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i i
i
i i i ieff
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i
, 1,
,
, , , ,i
i
1,
1,
wherewe have introduced the residual interactions = U˜ U , = U˜ U , and d= =  ˜ ˜U U U . Forj= 0, we
get an exotic Bose–Hubbardmodel with the analogue of the fermionic bond–charge interactions, whereby the
dressed tunneling of one pseudospin depends on all the possible density backgrounds of the other pseudospin
through the corresponding Bessel functions. The difference with respect to the fermionic bond–charge
interactions (15) is the highly nonlinear function of the bosonic densities, namely
å å h h h= = - D- ¢
s
D
¢=
¢ D = ¢
¢=
¢
¹ ¢
+
s s+ +
( )ℓ
ℓ ℓ
( ) ( ) ( ) ( )
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ℓ
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J J J
n
. 48r n
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2
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2
2 2i i1,
b
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It is alsoworth commenting that, hadwe set = =  U U U tx in the blockade conditions, the dressed
tunnelingwould depend on the density of both pseudospins
Figure 10.Density-dependent coherent destruction of tunneling for single-component softcore bosons:maximumpopulation
reaching the left well pá < <{ ( ) }n t t tmax : 0 x1 for a periodically-driven Bose–Hubbard dimerwith parameters tx= 0.1,U= 20, for
a resonant dryingΔω=U/2 (i.e. two-photon assisted tunneling r= 2)withj= 0, as a function of the driving ratio η for different
density distributions. (a), (b) Initial state ñ∣0, 1 ,which displaysminima in pá < <{ ( ) }n t t tmax : 0 x1 exactly at the zeros of the
Bessel function =( )J z 0.n0 0, (a), (b) Initial state ñ∣0, 2 ,which displaysminima in pá < <{ ( ) }n t t tmax : 0 x1 exactly at the zeros of
the Bessel function =( )J z 0.n2 2,
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h hj jD - D D +D + - D +D +s s s s s s+ + + + + +( ) ( )( ) ( )J Je e ,r n r n r n n r n ni 1 i 1i i i i i i1, 1, 1, 1, 1, 1, whichmight also be interesting regard-
ing exotic Bose–Hubbardmodels. Let us note that, once again, this effective descriptionmatches perfectly the
dynamics of the driven two-component Bose–Hubbard dimer (see ﬁgure 11).
Once again, we could generalize to higher dimensions, or to spin-dependent drivings, and study the
strongly-correlatedmodels that arise.However, the properties particular for the restricted number of particles of
fermions and hardcore bosons, which allow for instance to build a quantum simulator of dynamical Gauge ﬁelds
(see section 3), cannot be generalized to the soft-core boson case. Let usﬁnally note that, by considering the
hardcore-boson limit on equation (47), one recovers the previous result (35).
2.3. Scheme for a periodically-modulated ultracold Fermi–Bosemixture
Let us now turn our attention to amixture of bosonic and fermionic atoms, and consider that the two hyperﬁne
states of the original formulation (1) correspond to the fermionic and bosonic atoms  ñ =∣
ñ ñ  ñ =∣ ≕ ∣ ∣F M, f , ¢ ¢ñ ñ∣ ≕ ∣F M b, , respectively. In theWannier basis, åY = -( ) ( )w fr r ri i i0 for the
fermions, and åY = -( ) ( )w br r ri i i0 for the bosons, the general Hamiltonian (1) can be expressed in terms of
the fermionic fi and bosonic bi operators [64] as a Bose–FermiHubbardmodel


å å å
å å å
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Here, theHamiltonian parameters nowdepend on the fermionic/bosonic nature of the atoms, such as the
tunnelings
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not only differ by themass ratio, but also by the different scattering lengths for a boson–fermion a ,bf and a
boson–boson abb collision.Once again, the fermion–fermion collisions are forbidden by the Pauli exclusion
principle.We shall discuss different regimes of interest for the quantum simulation of Bose–Fermi quantum
Figure 11. Interaction-dependent PAT for two-component softcore bosons: Population dynamics of a periodically-driven two-
component Bose–Hubbard dimerwith parameters tx= 0.1, =U 20, = = U U 0, andj= 0, for different density distributions.
(a), (b), (c) Initial state with one spin-up atomon the right well, and one spin-down atomon the left well ñ ∣1 , 1 .The dashed lines
correspond to the tunneling for the undrivenV0= 0 dimer, which shows theHubbard blockade as a consequence of t U .x
Switching on the off-resonant driving wD » U 2 (i.e. two-photon assisted tunneling r= 2)with detunings
d Î { }U t 0, 0.5, 0.75, 1x (dark-to-bright transition implies increasing the detuning d U ), we observe that the tunneling for the
spin-up atoms (b) (and spin-down atoms (c)) is reactivated, and depends on the residualHubbard repulsion d U .Here, the solid lines
correspond to the numerical solution of the exact dynamics (44), (45), while the symbols represent the effective dynamics (47), (48),
for a periodic driving of intensityV0= 3Δω. (d), (e), (f) Same as above, but for an initial state ñ ∣1 , 2 and resonant driving d =U 0.
Due to the bosonic enhancement of the dressed tunneling of the spin-up atoms (d), the tunneling of each spin-species takes place at a
different rate. As a consequence, the dynamicalHubbard blockade leads to amore complex tunneling dynamics.
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many-bodymodels, which can be achieved by tuning the Feshbach resonances, and controlling these scattering
lengths appropriately.
Let us focus on the 1D case. Themoving optical lattices can bemade dependent on the bosonic/fermionic
atomic species, as the corresponding atoms usually have a very different atomic level structure. Therefore, in
analogy to equation (23), we consider the following periodic driving
å åw j w j= D - D + + D - D +( ) ( )( ) ˜ ˜ ( )H t V k X t n V k X t n
2
cos
2
cos , 52
i
i i
i
i imod
0,f
f f f ,f
0,b
b b b ,b
where the amplitudes V˜0,f bwave vectorsDk ,f b/ frequencies wD ,f b/ and relative phasesj ,f b/ depend on the
particular atomic species, and can be controlled experimentally. These periodic drivings will assist the tunneling
against an energy penalty given by the Bose–Fermi interaction, which is very large
d w w w= - D » D = D( ) ( )t U U U r U r r, , , 53x bb bf bf b b bf b b f f
wherewe have introduced the residual Bose–Fermi interactions dU ,bf and two integers Îr r,b f that determine
howmany photons are absorbed from the periodic driving to overcome the energy penalty, and assist the
tunneling.
In analogywith the two-component softcore bosons, only the interspeciesHubbard interactions inhibits the
tunneling, such that the interaction picturemust be ⎜ ⎟
⎛
⎝
⎞
⎠ ò t t= +( ) { ( ( ))}U t V Hexp i d ,t0 0 int,bf mod leading to
the time-evolution operator = å d- -( ) ( )†U t U t e e ,t U n n H t0 i ii i ibf ,b ,f eff with the following effective Bose–Fermi
HubbardHamiltonian
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We thus observe that the bosonic/fermionic dressed tunnelings, both the amplitude and phase, depend on the
fermionic/bosonic densities.Moreover, they can be independently tuned by controlling the parameters of the
bosonic/fermionicmoving lattice, whichwill be interesting for the quantum simulator of dynamical Gauge
ﬁelds (see section 3).We also note that the generalization to 2D yields a Bose–Fermi analogue of the effective
Hamiltonian (30).
3. Applications of the PAT tunneling quantum simulator
Wehave introduced a scheme to implement an interaction-dependent PATwith trapped ultracold atoms. In
this way, we have obtained a toolboxwith different effectiveHamiltonians that depend on the quantum
statistics, dimensionality, and spin-dependent/spin-independent nature of the periodic driving used to assist
the tunnelling. In this section, wewill discuss how such a toolbox can be exploited for the quantum simulation of
interesting problems in condensedmatter and high-energy physics. Instead of focusing on a particular
application, we have decided to stress thewide scope of the proposed quantum simulator by describing a variety
of interesting quantummany-bodymodels. All these problems share a common feature, they are described by
complex quantummany-bodymodels, either on the lattice or in the continuum,which still present open
questions that defy the capabilities of existing numericalmethods.Wewill describe the context of the particular
models that can be targetedwith the quantum simulator, and try to discuss the essence of the phenomena that
they try to capture.Moreover, wewill highlight whatwe believe are open questions of themodels that have been
studied in detail over the years, and point to futurework required to understand themodels that have not been
explored in such a detail.
3.1. Bond–charge interactions and correlated electron–hole tunnelings
In the original derivation of theHubbardmodel for electrons in transitionmetals [10], it was shown that a
variety of longer-range terms also arise in theHamiltonian. In addition to the tunnelling and the on-site density–
density coupling, Coulomb interactions also yield nearest-neighbor terms that can be described as the repulsive
interaction between: (i) charges localized at neighboring ionsV, (ii) charges localized at an ion and a neighboring
bond/linkX, and (iii) charges localized at two neighboring bonds/linksW. These bond–charge interactions can
be responsible for a host of interesting effects in the context of charge density waves [65], ferromagnetism in
itinerant electron systems [66], or alternativemechanisms of superconductivity based on electron holes [67],
and other interesting effects [68]. However, it has been argued that the required values ofX,Wwith respect toU,
V to observe such effects are not likely to be realized in standard solid-statematerials [69]. On the other hand, the
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possibility of controlling these terms in the synthetic solids offered by ultracold atoms in optical lattices has
recently raised some interest in the community [70].
From the perspective of ultracold trapped atoms, one can evaluate these bond-charge terms for the contact
interaction in equation (1). In theWannier basis, one can introduce the bond operators,
= +s s s s s† †B f f f f ,i j i j j i, , , , , to account for the state-dependent density located at the bond ( )i j, .Then, the bond-
charge termsmodify the standardHubbardHamiltonian (2) by introducing
⎜ ⎟⎛⎝
⎞
⎠ååD = + + +a ss
a s s a s s a s s+ + + + +a a a a a( ) ( )( )H V n n X B n n W B B2 , 55i i i e i i e i i e i i e i i eFH
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wherewe can express the different interaction strengths in theGaussian approximation as follows
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From these expressions, we observe that the ratios a aV U W U, , and aX U are vanishingly small for deep
optical lattices5. An interesting possibility to reach regimes ~a a a{ }V W X U, , ,where the bond–charge
interactions can lead to newphases ofmatter, is to consider ultracold dipolar gases [70] or, as we show in this
section, to exploit the PAT toolbox.
At this point, we introduce an additionalmodiﬁcation of the standardHubbardmodel (2), whereby the
tunnelling is not onlymodiﬁed by the density at separate sites (i.e. bond-charge interactionXα in equation (55)),
but also by the density–density correlations
ååD =
a s
a s s s+ +a a( )˜ ( )( )H X B n n . 57
i
i i e i i eFH
2
,
, , ,
Here, aX˜ is the strength of this tunnelling, which cannot be obtained from any two-body interaction in the
Wannier basis. In fact this termwould require rather exotic three-body interactions, which cannot be realized
evenwith ultracold dipolar gases [70]. These terms are interesting in a condensed-matter context, where they
appear after reducingmodels with hybridized bands to single-bandHubbardmodels, as occurs in intermediate-
valence solids [72], and the high-Tc cuprates [73]. As shown below, the PAT toolbox can control all these terms
in the effective cold-atomHamiltonian.
3.1.1. Correlated electron–hole tunnelings: bond-ordered waves and triplet pairing
In this section, we focus on a quantum simulator of the Fermi–Hubbardmodel with tunable ratios of
a a a˜t U X U X U, , ,whichmay lead to very interestingmany-body effects. Such a Fermi–Hubbardmodel
= + +H H H VFH loc kincorr int can be rewritten in terms of asymmetric tunnelings that are correlated to the
electron/hole occupation
åå= + + + +
a s
a s s a s s s s a s s s s+ + + +a a a a a( )( ) ( )†H t h h t n h h n t n n f f H.c., 58
i
i i e i i e i i e i ie i i ekin
corr
,
hh , , eh , , , , ee , , , , ,
wherewe have introduced tunnelings in a hole–hole background = -a at t ,hh in an electron–hole background
= - +a a at t X ,eh and in an electron–electron background = - + +a a a a˜t t X X2 .ee
Let us focus for simplicity on the 1D limit of equation (58). The effective cold fermionHamiltonian (14),
(15), which is obtained through the PATby a spin-independentmoving lattice, already contains these correlated
particle–hole tunnelings. For the parameter regime fulﬁlling (11)with r= 2, and setting themoving lattice
relative phase toj= 0, oneﬁnds
h h h= - = - = -( ) ( ) ( ) ( )t t J t t J t t J, , . 59x x x x x xhh 0 eh 2 ee 0
Accordingly, the correlated tunneling asymmetry can be tuned bymodifying the intensity of themoving optical
lattice V˜ ,0 or its frequencyΔω, such that h w= DV˜0 is varied. This effect could also be achieved through a
periodicmodulation of the s-wave scattering length as considered in other recent schemes [55, 56].
The 1DFermi–Hubbardmodel with the asymmetric correlated tunnelling strengths (59)hosts a variety of
quantummany-body phases, contrasting the situation of the standard 1DFermi–Hubbardmodel, where only
insulating and Luttinger-liquid phases occur.We now comment on the phases that could be exploredwith cold
atoms given the constraints imposed by the speciﬁc tunnelling rates (59). Thismodel was initially studied for
= <t t t ,x x xee hh eh where a groundstate with spin-density-wave order can be found for sufﬁciently strong repulsion
5
For very deep optical lattices a a { }U t X, , aX can approach ~a aX t 10.Taking into account the additional bosonic enhancement due
to the density, the effects of the bond–charge interaction can have observable consequences on the tunnelling dynamics of bosons [70, 71].
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at half-ﬁlling [78]. Later on, it was realized that for = >t t t ,x x xee hh eh a new density wavewhere charge alternates on
the bonds (i.e. bond-ordered wave) can be stabilized for not too large interactions [79]. Interestingly, it has been
recently shown that, bymodifying theﬁlling factor, the phase diagramof themodel ismuch richer even for
vanishingHubbard interactions [56]. For instance, a superconducting phase with unconventional triplet pairing
was identiﬁed. In addition to the interest of exploring these phases with cold atoms using the above PAT
scheme (14), (15), this could serve to benchmark the proposed quantum simulator, since these results rest on
very accurate and efﬁcient analytical and numericalmethods that exist in 1D.Moreover, the quantum simulator
could be used to study the fate of the predicted phases for different chemical potentials [56], and the appearance
of newones, as theHubbard repulsion is switched on.
Once the quantum simulator has been veriﬁed, it would be very interesting to consider the 2DFermi–
Hubbardmodel with correlated tunnelings. Although the phase diagram is to the best of our knowledgemostly
unknown, the results on the 1Dmodel suggests that it can host a variety of newphases with respect to the
standard 2DFermi–Hubbardmodel, the understanding of which deﬁes analytical and numericalmethods.We
believe that the possibility ofﬁnding interesting phases ofmatter, even above the stringent temperatures to
observemagnetic ordering in the 2DFermi–Hubbardmodel, is certainly worth exploring.
To introduce the topic of the following subsection, we emphasize that it is not possible to set =aX˜ 0
withoutmakingXα= 0 simultaneously, as would be required to study solely the effects of bond–charge
interactions (55). This also occurs for the schemes based on a periodicmodulation of the s-wave scattering
length [55, 56]. In the following subsection, we shall show that this becomes possible by introducing an
additional linear gradient in our scheme.
3.1.2. Bond-charge interactions: hole superconductivity and η-pairing
In this section, we focus on a quantum simulator of the Fermi–Hubbardmodel with bond–charge interactions,
whose importance can be controlled by tuning the ratios of a at U X U, . For simplicity, we focus on the 1D
case, and consider the PATby a spin-independentmoving lattice (14) in the presence of an additional linear
gradient, which leads to the dressed tunneling in equation (17). For the sake of concreteness, we consider a
parameter regime fulﬁlling equation (11) for r= 2, and setj= 0. By adjusting the intensity of themoving lattice
to w= DV˜ 1.560 (i.e. h = 1.56), such that terms like (57) in the effectiveHamiltonian (14) vanish =X˜ 0,we
obtain
å å
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where h= ( )t t J ,x 2 and the bond–charge interaction  h h= -( ( ) ( ))X t J Jx 0 2 alternates between neighboring
sites. Other possible values of themoving-lattice intensity fulﬁlling =aX˜ 0 are h = ¼{ }4.89, 8.29, 11.53, ,
and correspond to solutions of the equation   h h h+ - =( ) ( ) ( )J J J2 0.0 4 2 Moreover, one can also change the
moving-lattice detuning such that = ¼{ }r 4, 6, 8, , and look for the solutions of h +( )J0 h -( )J r2
h =( )J2 0.r This will yield different values of h , and allow for the tunability of the ratio ofX/t, and the signs of
X, t. This quantum simulator can explore the phenomenon of hole superconductivity [67], where the bond-
charge interaction < X t0 can be responsible for a superconducting phase even in the presence of a
repulsive interaction d >U 0, as has been predicted using amean-ﬁeld approximation for 2D [74]. Since our
effectiveHamiltonian (60) can be generalized to higher dimensions following our results in section 2, the
quantum simulator could test the correctness of suchmean-ﬁeld predictions [67]. From a broader perspective,
the quantum simulator can explore the phase diagramof themodel in different regimes, such asX> t, and study
the effects of the bond-charge alternation in equation (60).
Since the residualHubbard interactions in (60) depend on the detuning of the photon-assisted scheme, one
can also study the attractive case d <U 0. It has been shown [75] that a bond-charge interactionX= t stabilizes
an η-pairing groundstate [76] forﬁnite attraction, which forX= 0 only occurs for strictly inﬁnite interactions
d  ¥U [77]. Although our quantum simulator cannot reach the exact condition ofX= t (e.g. for h = 1.56,
»X t 0.94), it has been argued that relaxing these conditionsmay still host the η-pairing groundstate, even if
the exactmethods of [75] cannot be applied any longer. It would be very interesting to explore this possibility
with the quantum simulator, addressing the role of the ﬁnite residual gradient d ss¯U in equation (60), the bond-
charge alternation, and the possibility of achieving a regimeX> t that is not feasible for the standardHubbard
model.
Before closing this section, we note that this can also be addressedwith hardcore bosons, following our
results in section 2.
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3.2.High-Tc superconductivity and itinerant ferromagnetism
To introduce the topic of this section, let us consider again the Fermi–Hubbardmodel (2)with additional bond-
charge terms (55). The interaction between charges localized in neighboring bondsWα leads to a couple of
terms: (i) a pair tunnelling for fermions of opposite pseudospin åD = +a a   +  + a a† †H W f f f f2 H.c.,i i i i e i ept , , , , ,
and (ii) a direct exchange interaction åD = - +a a + +- aH J S S H.c.i i i ede , de between neighboring pseudospin
excitations, wherewe have introduced the spin-1/2 operators
= = = -+   -      ( ) ( )† † † †S f f S f f S f f f f12 , 12 , 12 . 61zi i i i i i i i i i i, , , , , , , ,
Regarding the direct exchange, the possibility of observingmagnetic ordering of localized pseudospins in the
cold-atom scenariowould require a direct exchange =a aJ W4de that ismuch larger than the attainable values
(56). The same occurs for transitionmetals, where the direct exchange cannot explain the appearance of
magnetic ordering. Asﬁrst pointed out by Anderson [13], magnetic ordering can also arise as a consequence of
the strongHubbard interactions that prevent conduction.Moreover, in the presence of doping, the interplay of
this tendency towardsmagnetic orderingwith the correlated dynamics of holes is one of the proposed
mechanisms that could explain high-Tc superconductivity [16].
In this section, we show that the effectiveHamiltonian (20) for the PAT schemewithj= 0may open a new
route to studymodels of itinerant quantummagnetism and high-Tc superconductivity, provided that the limit
of large repulsive interactions d U is considered. In this regime, the subspaces of single-occupieds and
doubly-occupiedd lattice sites becomewell-separatedHubbard sub-bands. The kinetic energy in
equation (20) contains terms that act within each of these sub-bands
åå ååh h= - + - +
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and terms that connect the two sub-bands, such as the operator  K :s d s d expressed as
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or the operator  K : ,d s d s which can be expressed as
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We shall use this formulation to propose a quantum simulator that exploresNagaoka ferromagnetism even in the
limit ofﬁnite repulsive interactions, and the full phase diagramof the t-Jmodel in 1D and,more interestingly,
in 2D.
3.2.1. Itinerant ferromagnetism: correlated destruction of tunnelling andNagaoka ferromagnetism
For a strongCoulomb repulsion, electrons in undoped transitionmetals lower their energy by displaying
antiferromagnetic ordering. In the standard Fermi–Hubbardmodel, the origin of this effect can be traced back
to the so-called super-exchange interaction, whereby an antiferromagnetic spin pattern allows for virtual
electron tunnelling between neighboring sites that lowers the kinetic energy [13]. The situation is utterly
different for ferromagnetism, where the reliability of initialmean-ﬁeld predictions of large ferromagnetic
regions in the phase diagram is highly questionable [80]. One of the few rigorous results on the existence of
ferromagnetism in the Fermi–Hubbardmodel is due toNagaoka [81], who showed that a single hole in a large
class of half-ﬁlledHubbardmodels can lead to a fully-polarized ferromagnetic groundstate for inﬁnite
repulsion.
The stability of thisNagaoka ferromagnet for different regimes has been a topic of recurrent interest in the
literature. For two holes [82], the ferromagnet is no longer the groundstate. Nonetheless, forﬁnite hole densities,
the fully-polarizedNagaoka ferromagnet can be stable up to a critical hole doping [83]. Despite some initial
discrepancy regarding its full polarization [84], more recent numerical results based on quantumMonteCarlo
[85] and density-matrix renormalization group [86] agreewith the above scenario [83]. Since the task of doping
a transitionmetal with exactly one hole seems quite daunting, these results are crucial for an experimental
realization of theNagaoka ferromagnet. Another obstacle for the realization of aNagaoka ferromagnet is the
requirement of inﬁnite repulsion. In a cold-atom context, alternatives exploiting a long-range double-exchange
interaction in a two-bandHubbardmodel [87], or a large spin-imbalance in an optical lattice with a ladder
structure [88] have been considered.We showbelow that our PAT scheme allows to access the physics of the
inﬁnite-repulsionHubbardmodel, and thusNagaoka ferromagnetism, even forﬁniteHubbard interactions.
Let us consider the effective kinetic energy obtained for the 2Dor 3D scheme (20). By looking at the
tunnelings in equations (62)–(64), one notices that bymodifying the intensity of themoving optical lattice such
that h =( )J 0,r while h ¹( )J 0,0 we can exactly cancel the terms that do not preserve the parity in the
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occupation number, namely equations (63), (64). For concreteness, we consider a parameter regime fulﬁlling
(11) for r= 2, such that themoving lattices have the same intensity and detuning, and h w= D =a aV˜ 5.135.0,
Accordingly, only the parity-conserving tunnelling (62) is preserved. This effect is similar to the so-called
coherent destruction of tunnelling [89], where the tunnelling of electrons subjected to a periodically-modulated
force is totally suppressed for certain parameters of the force. In our case, the suppressed tunnelling is fully
correlated to a particular electron–hole background (see ﬁgure 2), such that the effect can be understood as a
correlated destruction of tunnelling.
For large butﬁniteHubbard repulsion d U , theHubbard sub-bands are separated in energies and no term
in the effectiveHubbardHamiltonian can connect them. By controlling the atomicﬁlling factor such that
á + ñ < n n 1,i i, , all the dynamics takes placewithin the single-occupation subspace, and is controlled by
 åå= - +
a s
a s s+ a( )˜ ( )†H t f f H.c. , 65
i
i i eeff s
,
, , s
where h=a a˜ ( )t t J ,0 andwe have introduced theGutzwiller projector onto the single-occupied sub-band
 = -  ( )n n1 .i i is , , Interestingly enough, theHamiltonian (65) corresponds to the inﬁnitely-repulsive
Hubbardmodel supportingNagaoka ferromagnetism.However, in our scheme, only aﬁnite repulsion is
required to allow for the adiabatic loading of the lowerHubbard sub-band. By varying theﬁlling factor, the
stability of the ferromagnetic phase and the full phase diagram can be explored experimentally. In particular, it
can serve as a benchmark of the phase diagrampresented [86], which is based on extrapolating numerical results
for ladders with increasing number of legs, and has predicted an intermediate phase-separation region between
the fully-polarizedNagaoka ferromagnet and the paramagnetic phase.
3.2.2. High-Tc superconductivity: tunable t-J and t-XXZmodels
In the previous section, we have considered an alternative route to access the physics of the limit of inﬁnite
repulsion in the hole-doped Fermi–Hubbardmodel (i.e. á + ñ < n n 1i i, , ). However, a large but ﬁnite repulsion
can also lead to very interesting physics. In this regime, the competition of the projected kinetic energy (65)with
the antiferromagnetic super-exchange [13] leads to the so-called t-Jmodel
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where t˜ is the tunnellingwithin the single-occupied subspace, and >J˜ 0 is the strength of the antiferromagnetic
super-exchange interaction. In the case of square lattices, thisHamiltonian (66) has been considered as the
canonical effectivemodel in the theory of the high-Tc cuprates by part of the scientiﬁc community [16, 90, 91]. In
this context, the t-Jmodel arises aftermapping amoremicroscopic three-bandHubbardmodel of the cuprates
[92] onto a single-band one [73, 93]. By using themicroscopic parameters of the three-bandmodel [94], one
ﬁnds that ~˜ ˜J t 0.3 is the typical regime that can be realized in thesematerials. For the Fermi–Hubbardmodel
with ultracold atoms (2), one can obtain an effective t-Jmodel in the limit of very strong repulsion t˜ U .
Then, oneﬁnds = ˜ ˜J t U4 ,2 which cannot attain values larger than <˜ ˜J t0.4 since the tunnellingmust be at
least < t˜ U0.1 to allow for the perturbative process underlying the super-exchange. Therefore, the standard
Fermi–Hubbardmodel is almost at the verge of the regime of importance for the hole-doped cuprates6
~˜ ˜J t 0.3. At this point, it should bementioned that reaching the low temperatures required to observe the
effect of the antiferromagnetic super exchange at equilibrium is a great challenge that has only been achieved
recently [95]. However, from a broader perspective, the rest of the rich phase diagramof the t-Jmodel cannot be
exploredwith these experiments. A possibility to attain tunability over these parameters, while at the same time
controlling and homogeneous atomic doping fromhalf-ﬁlling, would be to consider composite-fermion
quasiparticles whose tunneling corresponds to a correlated tunneling of a boson–fermion pair in a Bose–Fermi
mixtures [96].We showbelow that our PAT scheme leads to a standard fermionic t-Jmodel where the ratio ˜ ˜J t
can attain any desired value by controlling the intensity of themoving optical lattice. In this way, the full phase
diagramof the t-Jmodelmay become accessible to cold-atomquantum simulators.
Let us consider the effectiveHamiltonian obtained by the PAT scheme (20) for any dimensionality.We
assume equal tunnelings a≕t t , driving parameters a≕r r, and driving ratios h ha≕ , in all directions a" , and
setjα= 0. The limit of strongHubbard repulsion in this case corresponds to h d ( )tJ U ,r where the parity-
violating tunnelings described by the terms Ks d and Kd s in equations (63)–(64) can only take place virtually.
As in the standardHubbardmodel [97, 98], such virtual tunnelings can be calculated by a Schrieffer–Wolff-type
unitary transformation = -H˜ He e ,S Seff i eff i where d= - -  ( )S K K Ui s d d s is responsible for eliminating
the energetically forbidden tunnelings to second order in the small expansion parameter x h d= ( )tJ U .r
Considering the commutation properties of the different operators deﬁned so far, oneﬁnds that
6
For electron doping, the additional electrons only populate the copper orbitals, and a single-band Fermi–Hubbardmodelmay be directly
an adequate description of the high-Tc cuprates. Nonetheless, some of themost exciting effects that defy the standard Fermi liquid picture in
the hole-doped cuprates (e.g. pseudo-gap phase), seem to be absent in the electron-dopped case.
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d x= + + + + + +    ˜ ([ ] [ ] [ ]) ( )H H K V K K K K K K U, , , .eff loc 0 int s d d s s d 0 0 d s 2 For hole-doping
about half-ﬁlling, one can project onto the single-occupancy sub-band, which yields the aforementioned t-J
model (66)with an additional density-dependent next–nearest–neighbor tunnelling
  åå= + D D = - + +
s a
s s s s s s s+ + + + +a a a a a( )˜ ( )† † †H H H H J f n f f f f f, 4 H.c. , 67tJ ni i i e i u i i e i e i ueff s s , , , , , , , , ,n n
wherewe have introduced the effective cold-atomparameters
h h d= = ˜ ( ) ˜ ( ) ( )t tJ J t J U, 4 , 68r0 2 2
and the next–nearest–neighbor vectors aun (e.g. for 1D =u e2 ,x x1 for 2D= = - = = +{ }u e u e e u e u e e2 , , 2 ,x x x x y y y y x y1 2 1 2 ). Let us note that this additional tunnelling requires that
the target site is populatedwith a hole, as otherwise  Yñ =s ∣†f 0.is , Hence, close to half-ﬁlling á ñ »n 1,i this
term is reduced by a factor - á ñ( )n1 4i with respect to theHeisenberg super-exchange, and is typically
neglected in the literature [90].
As announced above, we have obtained an effective t-Jmodel where the ratio of the coupling constants (68),
namely x h h=˜ ˜ ( ) ( )J t J J4 ,r 0 can be tuned bymodifying the intensity of themoving optical lattice. Even if
x 0.1 in the regime of validity of the t-Jmodel, we canmake h h( ) ( )J J ,r 0 such that exchange coupling is not
required to bemuch smaller than the tunnelling as in the standard Fermi–Hubbardmodel. In this way, we can
explore the full phase diagramof the t-Jmodel.
In the 1D case, theoretical predictions about the phase diagram are supported by very accurate numerical
methods [99]. Such results could serve to benchmark the accuracy of the proposed quantum simulator, which
can be prepared in a regime corresponding to ametallic phase (i.e. a repulsive Luttinger liquid [100]), a gapless
superconductor (i.e. an attractive Luttinger liquid [100]), or the so-called spin-gap phase [101], which consists of
a quantumﬂuid of bound singlets with gapless density excitations, a gapped spin sector, and enhanced
superconducting correlations (i.e. a Luther–Emery liquid [102]). Finally, for sufﬁciently strong super-exchange
interactions, the antiferromagnetic order expels the doped holes leading to separated hole-rich and hole-poor
regions (i.e. phase separation [103]). The richness of this phase diagramhighlights the potential of our PAT
scheme, and contrasts with the standard 1DFermi–Hubbardmodel where only the repulsive Luttinger liquid
can be achieved. For instance, the Luther–Emery liquid, which has eluded experimental conﬁrmation so far,
requires »˜ ˜J t2.5 and thus lies out of the range of parameters that can be obtained from the repulsiveHubbard
model.Moreover, our quantum simulator would allow to test the numerical results [104] predicting the
disappearance of the phase separation in favor of enlarged superconducting and spin-gap regions, once the
next–nearest–neighbor tunnelling terms in equation (67) are considered.
In the 2D case, a detailed understanding of certain regions of the phase diagram is still an open problem, and
the subject of considerable debate. As emphasized in [105], theoretical predictions are difﬁcult to verify due to (i)
the absence of controlled analyticalmethods, and (ii) the limitation of numericalmethods to small system sizes
where ﬁnite-size effects can affect the predicting power. From this perspective, the proposed quantum simulator
may eventually address some of the following open questions regarding the properties of the t-Jmodel.
Variationalmethods based on a resonating-valence-bond trial state [16] (i.e. a linear superposition of all possible
conﬁgurations of singlet pairs with aweight that depends on the pairing symmetry), have predicted a rich phase
diagram [90]with regions of (i) ferromagnetism, (ii) s-wave pairing, (iii) d-wave pairing, (iv) coexistent
antiferromagnetism and superconductivity, and (v) phase separation. However, this variational approach
introduces a certain bias through the choice of the particular set of ansatzs, and this compromises its reliability
leading to considerable controversy in the community [2]. In particular, there are contradictory predictions for
lowdopings and not too large ratios of J t ,which turns out to be the regime of interest for the high-Tc cuprates.
For instance, the results of [90, 107] contradict those of [103, 106], regarding the onset of the phase separation in
this low-doping region. There has also been some disagreement regarding the regions of superconductivity
predicted by the variational approach [90], exact diagonalization [111], and quantumMonteCarlo [112]. From
the perspective of the high-Tc cuprates, addressing the conﬂicting predictions in [108, 109] and [90, 110] about
the existence of stripe phases (i.e. inhomogeneous charge and spin distributions) in the t-Jmodel is evenmore
compelling, as these have beenmeasured experimentally in the cuprates. If the t-Jmodel is to function as a
canonicalmodel of the cuprates, as advocated in [16, 90, 91], it is important to settle this dispute and determine if
it admits stripe phases.We believe that the proposed cold-atom experiment could be helpful in this respect.
Before closing this section, let us comment on two additional possibilities for the t-Jmodel quantum
simulator. Theﬁrst, andmost obvious one, is the possibility of controlling the spatial anisotropy of the
parameters of the effectiveHamiltonian (66) by simply exploiting the dependence of the dressed tunnelings on
the lattice axes. Accordingly, the effective t-Jmodel becomes anisotropic, such that the anisotropy of the
tunnelings h=a a a˜ ( )t t J ,0 and the super-exchange couplings h d=a a a ˜ ( )J t J U4 ,r2 2 can be controlled through
the intensities of the static andmoving optical lattices along the different axes. Such anisotropy becomes
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especially interesting in the context of certain cuprate ladder compounds [113], which can bemodeled by a
number Îℓ { }ℓn1 ,..., of 1D t-J chains that are coupled to each other by the transverse tunneling t′ and super-
exchange coupling J′. This deﬁnes the so-called rungs of the t-J ladderHamiltonian  = ˜H H ,tJ tJladder s ladder s where
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Such ladderHamiltonians can be implemented in our quantum simulator if we supplement the above
scheme (67)with additional static lattices along the y-axis with commensurate wavelengths with respect to the
original lattice. For instance, combining two lattices with doubledwavelengths l l=˜ 2 ,y y leads to an array of
decoupled ladders with =ℓn 2 legs [114]. By adding further harmonics, onemay create ladders with other
numbers of legs, at least in principle (e.g. theﬁrst nℓ harmonics of the Fourier series of the square-wave function
yield an approximation to an array of decoupled ℓn -legged ladders). Hence, the interaction-dependent PAT
scheme leads to equation (69)with tunable number of legs andHamiltonian parameters
h hd h
h
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togetherwith the corresponding density-dependent next-to-nearest-neighbor tunneling (67), typically
neglected for small dopings. These t-J ladders provide a very interesting interpolation between thewell-
understood 1D t-Jmodel, and themore intriguing 2D case full of open questions of relevance to high-Tc
superconductivity. In fact, already for =ℓn 2 legs, the doped holes tend to pair [115] developing a
superconducting d-wave-like order [116]. In addition to the phases that also occur for the 1D t-Jmodel [99], this
d-wave superconductivity takes place in awide region of the phase diagram [117], which includes the parameters
relevant for the cuprates. Also, a very interesting even–odd effect reminiscent of the spin-gap presence/absence
in the undoped systemhas been identiﬁed [118], whereby the hole d-wave pairing disappears for ladders with an
odd numbers of legs.We note that some of these results [115] depend on ratios ¢ ¢ <t J 1 that cannot be reached
from standard ladderHubbardmodels where ¢ ¢t J .Likewise, the regime ¢ ¢ ˜ ˜J t t J, , , and its connection to
short-range resonating valence bond states [119, 120], cannot be reached from standardHubbardmodels. It
would be very interesting to test these predictionswith our quantum simulator, which allows exploring all these
parameter regimes.
Let usmove to the last possibility of the t-Jmodel quantum simulator: inducing aHeisenberg–Ising
anisotropy in the super-exchange interactions. This leads to a very interesting t-XXZmodel described by the
Hamiltonian  = ˜H HtXXZ tXXZs s
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where the Ising J˜z andﬂip-ﬂop ^˜J interaction strengths are generally different, such that the t-Jmodel is
recoveredwhen =^˜ ˜J J .z To achieve such an effectivemodel with our quantum simulator, wemust employ the
PATby a state-dependentmoving optical lattice, which yields the effectiveHamiltonian (26) in 1D, and (30) in
2D.We assume equal tunnelings a≕t t , spin-dependent driving parameters s a s≕r r ,, and ratios h hs a s≕ ,, in all
directions a" , and setj =s a 0., Onemay observe in ﬁgure 5(f) that second-order super-exchange interactions
will depend on the spin conﬁguration. In fact, we ﬁnd
h h hd
h h
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such that theHeisenberg–Ising anisotropy z = ^˜ ˜J Jz can be tuned all theway from small spin quantum
ﬂuctuations z  0 (i.e. t-Jzmodel), to the isotropic regimewhere spin quantum ﬂuctuations play an important
role z  1 (i.e. t-Jmodel). TheseHamiltonians have been studied in the context of the propagation of a single
hole in an antiferromagneticmatrix. For instance, in the t-Jzmodel, the tunneling of the hole leaves behind a
string ofﬂipped Ising spins that costs an energy proportional to the string length, such that the holes are almost
[121] localized to the site where theywere doped [122]. The situation is considerablymore complex as the spin
ﬂuctuations are switched on z > 0, and the t-Jmodel is approached z  1 [123], and some controversy
regarding the limitations of the different analytical or numericalmethods has been identiﬁed [124]. The
possibility of controlling the amount of spin ﬂuctuations in our quantum simulator, together with the possibility
of using the high-resolution optics of quantum gasmicroscopes [125, 126] to create localized holes andwatch
thempropagate in real time, opens a very nice perspective in accessing this quantummany-body effect with
ultracold atoms in optical lattices.
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3.3. Synthetic dynamical Gaugeﬁelds
Gauge theories play a prominent role in several areas ofmodern theoretical physics, such as the strong
interactions between quarks and gluons in quantum chromodynamics. Although perturbative predictions are
reliable at short distances, the low-energy regime eludes a perturbative treatment and leads to numerous
unsolved questions such as the phase diagramof quarkmatter [3]. Therefore, a quantum simulator for quantum
ﬁeld theories of coupledGauge andmatterﬁelds would indeed be very useful.
From a general perspective, this would require (i)Gauge (matter) degrees of freedom evolving under the
Hamiltonian ﬁeld theory H ( H ), and (ii) a tunable interaction H introduced by the so-calledminimal
coupling. So far,most of the theoretical and experimental progress has considered static/backgroundGauge
ﬁelds  =H 0,where theGauge isﬁxed [31]. There is however an increasing interest in promoting this situation
to a regime of dynamical Gauge ﬁelds  ¹H 0, as reviewed in [127]. To preserve theGauge symmetry, one
parallels the construction of latticeGauge theories [128]. In theHamiltonian formulation [129], the fermionic
matterﬁeld y y( ) ar di 2 is deﬁned on the sites of a d-dimensional lattice  = ar r i ,i where i is a vector of
integers and a the lattice spacing, whereas theGauge degrees of freedom are deﬁned in terms of unitarymatrices
U .i j, Such unitaries can be expressed in terms of aGaugeﬁeld = m ( )U e aAi j r, i ij deﬁned on the links = +( )r r r 2ij i j
of two neighboring sites connected bym = -( ) ar r .j i The completeHamiltonian for the latticeGauge theory
 å åy y y y= - + +
á ñ
m( )( ) ( )† †H H t e H.c. , 73aA
i j
ij i
r
j
i
i i i
,
i ij
requires a particular Gauge-invariant construction of H , and a particular choice of tunnelings t ,ij and on-site
energies  ,i which lead to the correspondingGauge andmatterﬁeld theories in the continuum limit a 0 (e.g.
minimally-coupledMaxwell andDirac quantumﬁeld theories).Moreover, onemust enforceGauss law by
considering only the physical states of a sector of theHilbert space. Although there are very interesting proposals
to accomplish this goal in the pureGauge sector [130], and the complete latticeGauge theory [131], wewill
restrict to a simpler quantum simulator of equation (73)with aHamiltonian H that is notGauge invariant.
Although departing form the standard formulation of lattice Gauge theories, the dynamical character of the
ﬁelds brought by  ¹H 0 can lead to very interesting phenomena, whichmight be still associatedwith a
dynamical Gauge ﬁeld theory within aﬁxed gauge [132]. Alternatively, one can use focus on lattice ﬁeld theories
that lead to interacting relativistic quantumﬁeld theories at low energies, such as the Thirring andGross-Neveu
models [133].
3.3.1. Interacting relativistic quantum ﬁeld theories: Yukawa-type couplings
Let us focus on the 1D case, and consider the PATof a Fermi gas by a spin-dependentmoving lattice (26) in a
parameter regime fulﬁlling equation (24) for rσ= 2, and d =U 0.Let us note that the same can be obtained for
a Bose–Fermimixture (54), provided that the hardcore constraint is considered. In order to obtain a quantum
simulator of quantummatter coupled to dynamical gaugeﬁelds (73), one needs toﬁnd a particular set of
parameters such that: i the tunnelling amplitude (27) becomes a simple c-number, and (ii) the tunnelling phase
in equation (26) is non-vanishing only for one of the pseudospin states. In order to fulﬁll (i), the ratio of the
moving-lattice intensities with respect to the detuningmust fulﬁll  h h=s s( ) ( )J J ,0 2 which can be achievedwith
any of the following values h Î ¼s { }4.89, 8.29, 11.53, .By direct substitution in equation (27), oneﬁnds that
the dressed tunnelling strength becomes the desired c-number  h h=s s sDs s+ ( ) ( )≕t J t J t .x r n x 0 , eff,i 1, In order to
fulﬁll (ii), it sufﬁces to set the relative phase of themoving optical latticej = 0 for the pseudospins that will play
the role of theGaugeﬁeld.Hence, the tunnelling phases in equation (26) fulﬁllj = 0, and j q- ¹≕2 0,
such that the atomswith pseudospin  ñ∣ play the role of the dynamical Gauge ﬁeld for the atomswith
pseudospin  ñ∣ (see ﬁgure 7), namely
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This is the general result of this section. The PAT scheme has allowed us to build an effectiveHamiltonianwhere
the atomswith one of the pseudospins hop freely in the lattice and play the role of a dynamical ‘Gauge’ﬁeld for
the atomswith the remaining pseudospin. Thismust be contrastedwith other interesting proposals [51, 54],
where the tunnelling Peierls phase for atoms depends on their own density, such that the roles ofmatter and
Gaugeﬁelds cannot be distinguished.We believe that these type ofHamiltonians (74), and their straightforward
generalization to higher dimensions, to other lattices, to hardcore bosons, or to slightlymodiﬁed PAT schemes7,
will lead to several interestingmany-body phenomena that deserve to be studied in further detail. To illustrate
7
For instance, by considering that the ‘Gauge’ atoms occupy the sites of a static optical lattice with a doubledwavelength, one could realise a
staggered Peierls phase that only depends on the local density q { }nexp i i, , rather than on the density difference (74).
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this richness, we describe a particular example that leads to an interesting relativistic quantum ﬁeld theory in the
continuum.
The effectiveHamiltonian (74) corresponds exactly to the structure of the dynamical gaugeﬁeld theory in
equation (73) if wemake the following identiﬁcations: (i)The fermionic quantummatter is represented by the
atomswith pseudospin  ñ∣ , namely y ≔ f .i i, (ii) theGauge degrees of freedomwill be some collective low-
energy excitations of the atomswith pseudospin  ñ∣ . In the half-ﬁlled 1D case, it is well-known that the
particle–hole excitations of the free tight-bindingHamiltonian can bemapped onto a pair of bosonic branches
[100, 134], whichwill play the role of the gauge degrees of freedom
 å å å= - +  = + +      +   ( ) ( )( ) ( )† † † †K f f t f f H c q b b b bH.c. , 75
i
i i i
i
i i
q
q q q qeff, , , , eff , 1, ,R ,R ,L ,L
wherewe have introduce the quasimomentum p=q n L2 for Î +n , the effective speed of light
l= =  c t a t2 ,eff eff and the bosonic operators for the particle–hole excitations bq,R (bq,L) around the right (left)
Fermi point.Moreover, we have assumed that themodiﬁcationswith respect to half-ﬁlling coming from the
weak parabolic trapping, encoded in   w= +  m X ,i x i, 12 t,2 2 can be accounted for using a local chemical
potential dm .i Note that, in the continuum limit, this bosonicHamiltonian becomes a scalar ﬁeld theory with the
energy zero set at , namely
⎜ ⎟⎛⎝
⎞
⎠ ò p p f= + ¶ ( )( ( )) ( ) ( )H x c x xd2 12 12 , 76x2 2
where the scalar ﬁeld f f f= -( ) ( ) ( )x x xR L is expressed in terms of the inverse Fourier transformof the
bosonic operators b ,q,R bq,L and theirHermitian adjoints, and p ( )x is its canonically-conjugatemomentum.
Although there is noGauge invariance in themassless scalar ﬁeld theory (76), the dynamical bosonicﬁeldwill
interact with the fermionicmatter, and can still lead to interesting phenomena. The particular formof the
interaction brings us to theﬁnal identiﬁcation (iii) the gaugeﬁeld that dresses the tunnelling of the quantum
matter in equation (73) becomes q= -+ +  ( ) ( )aA x n n ,x i i i i, 1 1, , which amounts to the density difference of the
‘Gauge’ species. In order to express the gauge unitaries in terms of the bosonic particle–hole excitations, we use
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wherewe have again applied the continuum limit. To be consistent with such a limit, we note that the bare
tunnelling of the fermionic quantummatter corresponds to the 1D version [135] of the so-calledKogut-
Susskind fermions [129]. At half-ﬁlling, one obtains themassless Dirac ﬁeld theory in the continuum limit,
whichminimally couples to a derivative of the scalarﬁeld
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wherewe have introduced the fermionic ﬁeld operators Y˜ ( )xR (Y˜ ( )xL ) for the right (left)moving fermionswith
pseudospin s =  , the energy difference due to the different Zeeman shifts  d = - , and the effective speed
of light l= c t .eff Wehave obtained a peculiar relativistic theory of interacting quantumﬁelds. Instead of the
standard Yukawa coupling between scalar and fermionic ﬁelds yfy,we get aminimal couplingwith the
derivative of the scalarﬁeld yg fy¶ .x1 2 Moreover, the effective speeds of light of the scalar c and fermionic c
particles can be tuned independently. Anyhow, scattering between the fermionswill occur due to the exchange
of scalar particles, such that the cold-atom experiment could be exploited to calculate scattering amplitudes in
the spirit of [136]. However, it is not clear howonewould create the initial incoming particles andmeasure the
outgoing scattering probabilities in our scheme. A simpler goal would be to study collective properties of the
model (78). For instance, for very large δ, fermion–fermion interactionswill bemediated by the virtual exchange
of scalar particles, such that the fermionic properties of the groundstate will bemodiﬁed (e.g. correlation
functions). Increasing theﬂux θ could lead to newphases departing from the Luttinger-liquid phase of the free
Kogut–Susskind fermions. All these questions could be studiedwith the proposed quantum simulator.
3.3.2. Correlated topological insulators: Hofstadter-typemodels with dynamical Gauge ﬁelds
Topological insulators represent a family of holographic phases ofmatter that are insulating in the bulk and
conducting at the boundaries [137]. These states are topologically different from trivial band insulators, as the
bulk is characterized by aﬁnite topological invariant that cannot be changed unless the bulk energy gap is closed
(i.e. phase transition). Another difference occurs at the boundaries, where gapless edge states are responsible for
the conductance. In the absence of a boundary energy gap, it is the chirality, or some additional symmetry of the
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problem,which underlies the robustness of the conductance. This is clearly exempliﬁed by the so-called
Hofstadtermodel [138], which describes fermions in a square lattice subjected to a perpendicularmagnetic ﬁeld,
and displays the aforementioned bulk [139] and edge [140] properties. Similar phenomenology also arises in the
Haldanemodel [141], which is a topological insulator in the same symmetry class (i.e. time-reversal symmetry
breaking of the integer quantumHall effect). Remarkably, other instances of topological insulators belonging to
different symmetry classes have also been found, such as theKane–Melemodel [142] built from two time-
reversed copies of theHaldanemodel, or the time-reversal Hofstadtermodel [143] built from two time-reversed
copies of theHofstadtermodel.
Paralleling the effect of interactions in the quantumHall effect [144], one expects that evenmore exotic
phases ofmatter will appearwhen considering the effect of correlations in the abovemodels [145]. So far, the
typical route to introduce such correlation effects has been to include the effect of on-site and nearest-neighbor
Hubbard interactions in theHaldane [146], Kane–Mele [147], or time-reversal Hofstadter [148]models. These
studies show that the topological features are robust to interactions, but no other exotic phases such as
topologicalMott insulators [149] (i.e. interaction-induced bulk gap and protected edge states) or topological
fractional insulators [150] (i.e. fractional excitations and protected edge states)were found. In this section, we
consider explicitly the 2DPATby a spin-dependentmoving lattice (28), and discuss how this schememay be
used to explore a new type of correlation effects introduced by substituting theﬁxed background gauge ﬁeld by a
dynamical one in the standard [138], and time-reversal [143], Hofstadtermodels. Given the recent realizations
of bothmodels with non-interacting cold atoms [44], we believe that future experiments will be able to explore
the full phase diagram, and the possibility ofﬁndingmore exotic phases brought by the interactions with the
dynamical Gaugeﬁeld.
(i)Hofstadtermodel in a dynamical Gauge ﬁeld.— Let us consider the 2D scheme (28) leading to the effective
Hamiltonian (30).We generalize our prescription for the 1D case, and set for =sar 2, and d =U 0. In order to
make the dressed tunnelling amplitude a c-number, we tune again the ratio of themoving-lattice intensities with
respect to the detunings to h h h= = Î ¼s s s { }4.89, 8.29, 11.53, ,x y such that  h h=s s( ) ( )J J .0 2 Wecan thus
deﬁne the effective tunnelling amplitudes along the x- and y-axes as hs s≔ ( )t t J ,x xeff, 0 , and hs s≔ ( )t t J .y yeff, 0 ,
Additionally, we need to control the relative phases of themoving lattices, such that only one of the pseudospins
develops a non-vanishing Peierls phasej = 0,x, but j q- ¹2 : 0.x, Accordingly, the effectiveHamiltonian
(30) becomes aHofstadtermodel in the Landau gauge for the atomswith pseudospin  ñ∣
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Here, the synthetic Gaugeﬁeld according to equation (73) corresponds to q= -+ +  ( ) ( )a x n nA e ,xi i e i e i, , ,x x
and thus depends on the atomswith the remaining pseudospin  ñ∣ ,which evolve under the free tight-binding
Hamiltonian
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The same can be obtained for a Bose–Fermimixture (54), provided that the hardcore constraint is considered,
such that the hardcore bosons play the role of theGaugeﬁeld. Let us note that the dynamical Peierls phase
cannot be gauged away due to its inhomogeneity, and thus corresponds to a non-trivial ‘Gauge’ﬁeld.
Alternatively, one can compute theWilson loop operator around a square plaquette,
= = =q+ + + + + + + + - - + +  +  + + ( ) ∮ ( )⥀ ( )·⥀W U U U U e e 81n n n n xi e i i e e i e i e i e e i i e A l, , , , i i dy x y y x x y x x y x yi i e i e i e e, , , ,
and check that it is a non-trivial operator for q pÎ ( )0, 2 .As the ‘Gauge’ﬁelds commute at any position, one can
regard theHamiltonian (79) as a dynamical AbelianHofstadtermodel. The quantum simulator will be able to
explore this interestingmodel, and the fate of theHofstadter quantumHall phase, in the light of the
aforementioned correlated topological insulators.
(ii)Time-reversal Hofstadtermodel in a dynamical gauge ﬁeld.—Wecannow generalize the above
construction to a time-reversal invariant situation, such as having two copies of theHofstadtermodel subjected
to anti-parallelmagnetic ﬁelds. In our case, this is straightforward if we tune the relative phases as follows
j j q= - = ¹ 2 2 2 0.x x, , Moreover, we also set =a a a  ≕t t teff, eff, eff, by controlling themoving optical lattices
appropriately. Accordingly, the effectiveHamiltonian (30) becomes a doubledHofstadtermodel in the Landau
gauge
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where atoms of any pseudospin play the role of the dynamical ‘Gauge’ﬁeld for the atomswith the remaining
pseudospin, and themagnetic ﬂuxes are opposite for each pseudospin. Accordingly, the time-reversal symmetry
should invert the ﬂux q q - , andﬂip the pseudospin  f f .i i, , Hence, the quantum simulator can explore
the fate of the fate of the time-reversal Hofstadter quantum spin-Hall phase due to the presence of strong
correlations, and dynamical effects of theGauge ﬁeld.
4. Conclusions and outlook
Wehave introduced an interaction-dependent PATby combining the strongHubbard interactions of cold
atoms in optical lattices with a periodic driving stemming from amoving optical lattice. This effect leads to
exotic Bose-, Fermi-, and Bose–FermiHubbardmodels with generalized tunnelings whose strength depends on
the atomic density through a Bessel function that is controlled by the intensity of themoving lattice.
Additionally, the effective Peierls phase of the tunnelling also depends on the atomic density, but through the
phase of themoving lattice.We have argued that this effect can be exploited as aﬂexible tool to implement a
variety of quantum simulations of quantummany-bodymodels in the context of strongly-correlated electrons
and high-energy physics. In particular, our schememay allow to explore paradigmaticmodels, such as the t-J
model, in regimes that were previously inaccessible to cold-atom experiments. Such an experiment would be
very relevant to test the accuracy of current approximatemethods that study the phase diagramof themodel,
and the possibility of displaying d-wave superconductivitymediated by strong correlations.Moreover, this
proposal introduces a new perspective in the realization of dynamical Gauge ﬁelds departing from the lattice
Gauge theory approach, which can also lead to interesting quantummany-bodymodels.We once again remark
that such the dynamics of such synthetic Gaugeﬁelds is not itself Gauge invariant, and thus suchmodels cannot
be related to a lattice Gauge theory.
From an experimental point of view, the quantum simulation of themodels that does not require super-
exchange (e.g. phases related to the bond–charge interactions, andNagaoka ferromagnetism), will require less
stringent time-scales as the dressed tunneling can bemade of the same order ofmagnitude as the bare one by
choosing the right parameters. Conversely, the quantum simulation of the t-Jmodel will requiremuch slower
timescales of the adiabatic protocol, and also stringent cooling conditions to guarantee that the adiabatic
protocol is closer to idealized one.However, the dressed super-exchange (70) can bemade also on the same
order ofmagnitude of the bare super-exchange if the right parameters are chosen. For the dynamical Gauge
ﬁelds, although the timescales would be favorable as one is interested in the dressed tunneling and not in second-
order processes, the scheme gets complicated by the requirements of the photon-assisted-tunneling scheme (e.g.
state-dependentmoving lattices).
Althoughwe have focused on cold atoms, the scheme can be applied to other setups, provided that the
relevant dynamics can be described by a latticemodel, and one can control the periodic driving and the strong
interactions. Thismight be the case of trapped-ion crystals, where the local vibrations and electronic states lead
to a latticemodel with bosonic and pseudospin degrees of freedom, and the interactions and periodic drivings
are provided by their interactionwith laser beams.A similar situation arises for superconducting circuits by
considering photons in arrays ofmicrowave cavities and superconducting qubits leading to the aforementioned
latticemodels.
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